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THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
MAXINE C. JOHNSON, Assistant Director 
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School of Business Administration 
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United States
Unspectacular as it has been, current busi­
ness recovery (from a rather mild recession) 
has progressed to the point where new high 
marks are being set by the U. S. economy. 
Gross national product (the total value of 
goods and services produced), at $526 billion 
(annual rate) in the third quarter of 1961, 
was the highest on record—$25 billion above 
the cyclical low during the first quarter of 
the year. Personal income, which declined 
only slightly during the recession, reached an 
annual rate of $425 billion in October—also a 
new record.
With a start from this base, and with con­
tinued improvement anticipated through 
most of this year, business conditions in most 
industries in 1962 will be considerably better 
than during the past two years. Nevertheless, 
at least two disappointing features of cur­
rent conditions will remain with us: one is 
the high rate of unemployment and the other 
is the apparent inadequacy of the long-term 
growth rate of the national economy. Both 
of these problems were discussed at length 
in the last outlook article to appear in the 
Montana Business Review of July 1961.
The first significant drop in unemployment 
last year occurred in November when unem­
ployment, according to Department of Labor 
estimates, fell from almost 7 to about 6 per­
cent of the labor force.1 Because much of 
present unemployment is technological in 
nature and concentrated in depressed areas, 
there is no guarantee it soon will decline 
to an “acceptable” level (generally desig­
nated as 4 percent), even though business con_ 
ditions in most parts of the country continue 
to improve.
There is also some doubt that the current
recovery is vigorous enough to result in any 
improvement in the long-run growth rate of 
the U. S. economy. It may be that the spec­
tacular growth which has been forecast by 
many economists for the 1960,s is not going 
to materialize, or will not begin until the 
latter part of the decade. Then the next 
foreseeable boost to economic expansion 
should occur: a substantial increase in new 
family formations (and therefore in demand 
for housing and consumer durable goods) as 
young people born during the high birth rate 
period after World War II begin to marry.
This does not mean that until then the econ­
omy is going to stagnate; it does imply, how^ 
ever, that the tremendous over-all rate of 
growth begun after World War II and main­
tained through 1957 will not be repeated in 
the early 1960’s. But even with the modest 
increases anticipated in most of the major 
sectors of the national economy, American 
business will, in total, be operating this year 
at the highest rate in its history. Let us look 
at some of the reasons why this is so.
Gross private domestic investment. Ap­
proximately $13 billion of the $25 billion in­
crease (annual rate) in the gross national pro­
duct between the first and third quarters of 
1961 was the result of expanded investment 
in business inventories, plant and equipment, 
and housing.
Most of the increase was the result of a 
change in business inventories, from an an­
nual reduction rate of $4 billion during the 
first quarter to a $4.5 billion accumulation 
rate in the third quarter. Any further in­
crease in inventories will be more moderate, 
barring an unexpectedly high rate of steel 
accumulation in coming months. With steel 
contracts expiring at midyear, some stock­
piling of steel inventories is likely during 
the first two quarters of 1962; however, an
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’Seasonally adjusted.
absence of inflationary price increases in the 
economy as a whole and existence of excess 
productive capacity in many industries offer 
little incentive for widespread inventory 
stockpiling of other goods and materials at 
this time.
After declining steadily from the second 
quarter of 1960 through the second quarter of 
1961, business expenditures for plant and 
equipment moved upward in the third and 
fourth quarters of 1961. Most experts ex­
pect a further moderate expansion of expen­
ditures this year as profits improve. Manu­
facturing industries, communications, and 
commercial firms are expected to account for 
most of the increase.2
Expenditures for residential construction 
increased rather rapidly from a low of $19.3 
billion in the first quarter of 1961 to $22.1 
billion in the third quarter. In the past, the 
housing industry typically has made a rapid 
recovery from a recession and reached a peak 
well before other parts of the economy. In 
view of its past performance and with a na­
tionwide housing shortage no longer existent, 
residential construction may well continue at 
about the same level established during the 
latter part of 1961. While this means that 
more new houses may be built in 1962 than 
in 1961, it also means that the housing in­
dustry will make little further contribution 
to the upward movement of the economy as 
a whole.
Personal consumption expenditures. Per­
sonal consumption expenditures for goods and 
services increased $10 billion from the first to 
the third quarter of 1961. Half the gain ($5 
billion) was the result of the American con­
sumer’s growing demand for personal serv­
ices; regardless of the recession, consumer 
expenditures for services increased steadily 
throughout 1960 and 1961. However, in their 
purchases of retail goods consumers displayed 
more caution; they reduced their purchases 
in late 1960 and showed little inclination to
“Much of the new capital investm ent w ill represent 
an  attem pt to cut costs w ith  m odern m achinery and 
automation, and m ay therefore add tem porarily to 
unemploym ent problems.
increase expenditures until October 1961. A 
large part of the increase in October and Nov­
ember occurred in expenditures for durable 
goods, particularly automobiles. This may 
have been only a temporary upswing, caused 
by a brief shortage of 1962 models after the 
auto industry strike in September and by 
later introduction of new models last year. 
Automobile sales declined slightly in Decem­
ber, as did total retail sales on a seasonally- 
adjusted basis.
It is always difficult to predict consumer 
behavior. Total personal income declined 
only slightly during the recession, and since 
March 1961 it has been setting new records; 
also, consumer debt is relatively low in rela­
tion to income. Yet consumers remain cau­
tious and show no signs of going on any ex­
tended buying spree. Thus the safest pre­
diction seems to be for only a small increase 
in consumer expenditures this year.
Government purchases. Expenditures by 
federal-, state, and local governments rose by 
about $4 billion (seasonally-adjusted annual 
rate) between the first and third quarters of 
1961. Almost half the increase occurred in 
defense spending by the federal government. 
A further expansion of military expenditures 
is proposed in the administration’s proposed 
budget for fiscal 1963 (beginning July 1, 
1962). With spending for domestic purposes 
expected to remain about the same, total fed­
eral expenditures are almost sure to increase 
this year. The success of budget-balancing 
attempts depends partly upon the recovery 
itself (and the added tax revenues generated 
by it), as well as upon developments in the 
international situation which affect defense 
spending.
Provided that the market for state and local 
securities remains favorable, state and local 
expenditures will probably continue their 
steady increase as pressures for more funds 
continue, especially for education and con­
struction.
Net exports. During the fourth quarter 
of 1960 and the first quarter of 1961, net 
exports (the excess of exports over imports) 
were unusually high—over $5 billion—and
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contributed to the mildness of the recession. 
By the third quarter of 1961 they had de­
clined to $2.6 billion. As imports increase 
during the recovery, this figure may decline 
further. Certainly no significant growth in 
net exports is likely this year.
Summary. The national business outlook 
for 1962, therefore, appears to be for mode­
rate increases in most sectors of the economy, 
with the probable exceptions of residential 
construction and foreign trade. It does not 
indicate any great upsurge in economic ac­
tivity, and some geographic areas and in­
dustries may find that prosperity has by­
passed them. Furthermore, lacking in vigor 
as the recovery is, it may well exhaust itself 
before the year is over. Such a failure is 
particularly likely if a large amount of steel 
stockpiling should occur during the first half 
of the year, followed by a sharp reduction in 
inventory accumulation. An extended steel 
strike in the latter part of 1962, of course, 
would contribute to a further decline of ac­
tivity.
Many national business indicators will 
probably set new high marks in the imme­
diate months ahead. However, while these 
new achievements are being given wide pub­
licity, it will be well to remember that a 
number of basic economic problems remain 
unsolved.
Montana
Because at the present stage of its economic 
development Montana appears to have more 
than its share of problem areas and problem 
industries, its business outlook for 1962 is 
somewhat less promising. The recovery in 
the nation as a whole, which began early in 
1961, has proceeded more slowly in Montana. 
Total personal income, estimated on a 
monthly basis (seasonally-adjusted) by the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, showed 
little improvement over 1960, except in the 
early months of the year when employment 
was higher than usual for that period. During 
the latter months of 1961, income estimates 
reflected the drop in farm income caused by
a sharp decline in crop production in drought- 
ridden eastern Montana.8
Nonagricultural income probably increased 
only slightly during the year. From April 
through November, nonagricultural employ­
ment was lower than in 1960, and in October 
and November it was the same as a year 
earlier. The high-wage construction indus­
try and federal, state, and local governments 
employed more people than in 1960; the num­
ber of jobs in all other major nonagricultural 
industry groups either declined or showed no 
significant gains.
Unemployment continued high throughout 
the year; Montana’s labor force is still ex­
panding faster than its job supply. The 
Butte-Anaconda and the Kalispell areas, both 
designated as surplus labor areas by the U. S. 
Department of Labor, were especially 
plagued by unemployment; and reports from 
the Billings employment office indicated a 
substantial increase over 1960 in the number 
of job-seekers in that area, although some of 
this increase was caused by transient workers 
who were unsuccessfully seeking construction 
employment at Yellowtail Dam.
Montana consumers appear to have been 
more cautious than their national counter­
parts. Through November, department store 
sales were down 4 percent from 1960 and new 
automobile registrations, the only other 
available indicator of consumer expenditures 
in the state, were 12 percent fewer in 1961 
than in 1960. Employment in retail and 
wholesale trade establishments declined 
slightly (about 1 percent). There is no evi­
dence of any upturn late in the year, such as 
occurred in the nation, although the Decem­
ber department store sales and retail em­
ployment figures are not yet available.
Montana thus begins the new year in a 
somewhat less favorable position than the 
nation as a whole, partly because of a slower 
rate of nonagricultural expansion in 1961 
and partly because of reduced agricultural
•‘‘Other estimates of 1961 personal income in Montana 
have indicated increases which, in the w riter’s opin­
ion, are somewhat unrealistic.












October .... .... 119.6 - 116.4 136.4 124.8
N ovem ber___... 116.7** 115.8** 132.7** 127.2**
December ........ 114.6** 116.0** 121.8 126.0
1961 
Jan u ary  ......... ... 109.3** 115.9** 110.9 130.2
F ebruary  .... ... 107.9** 115.6** 109.1 129.4
M arch . .... 108.7** 116.2** 109.1 134.0
A pril ....... ... 111.1** 115.0** 112.7 135.0
May _______ ... 114.7** 114.2** 129.1 133.8
June .. 120.5** 115.8** 143.6 129.1
Ju ly  _______ 122.1** 116.3** 143.6 127.0
A u g u s t_____ ... 123.1** 115.9** 150.9 129.4
Septem ber ...... 121.7 115.8 147.3 126.6
October ......... ... 119.6** 116.4** 143.6** 131.4**
November .... ... 116.7* 115.8* 134.5* 129.0*
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,1A dj. U nadj. Adj. U nadj. ° A dj. v \
103.7 103.6 116.4 104.8 79.2 81.1 l‘l
100.0* * 102.0** 111.1** 104.8** 79.2** 77.8** l: I
96.3 100.1 102.7 102.1 76.2 75.1 12 I
94.4 96.0 100.0 101.5 75.2 75.6 n ]
94.4 95.9 93.2 98.2 75.2 76.3 111
90.7 92.1 94.5 99.3 67.3 67.3 111
90.7 90.4 94.5 100.0 68.3 67.5 131
92.6 94.4 95.9 97.6 67.3 66.8 14'|
94.4 93.0 100.0 102.4 70.3 67.7 171100.0 95.5 101.4 102.3 70.3 71.4 19:1
100.0 95.0 105.5 105.2 69.3 70.6 171100.0 99.1 106.8 103.5 68.3 69.3 17 I
100.0 99.9 120.5 108.5 67.3** 69.0** 17§
100.0* 102.0* 113.7* 107.4* 67.3* 66.1* 15 I
Carloadings* Copper Zinc Crude Oil ITotal N onagricu ltu ral P roduction6 P roduction5 Production*
1960
u n a a j. A dj. U nadj. A dj. U nadj. •Adj. U nadj. A dj. U nadj. A dj. U n i
October ....... ... 162.6 128.3 143.8 140.0 214.9 200.3 17.5 21.5 337.1 339.5 21 1November __ ... 152.8 135.2 143.0 135.9 181.8 166.9 15.9 13.2 336.3 338.7 22 I
December 126.3 128.9 136.5 139.4 186.6 184.6 15.3 13.7 330.6 330.6 201
1961
J a n u a r y ___ ... 119.8 129.9 138.3 149.5 177.6 178.3 20.0** 22.2** 335.5 335.8 221
F ebruary  .......... 110.5 126:6 124.3 135.8 182.3 189.3 17.3** 16.1** 334.7 333.7 18 I
M a r c h _____ 108.7 130.5 133.8 148.8 171.7 171.2 15.1** 15.3** 327.4 327.4 1 9 |
A pril . 100.5 113.8 127.8 132.2 176.1 169.3 15.6** 11.8** 330.6 332.7 18il
May . .... 100.7 109.4 130.2 128.0 168.7 172.0 14.4** 12.2** 337.1 338.1 191
Ju n e  .. ... 109.7 112.0 141.3 134.8 185.2** 187.4** 17.3** 15.6** 332.7 325.5 19!]
Ju ly  _ 123.4 127.7 142.0 134.7 195.2 211.2 17.7 21.8 343.1 341.0 19(1
August . ... 122.6 111.6 139.4 135.9 188.6 204.3 20.2 24.4 350.0 355.0 19!]
S ep tem b er__ 126.4 109.2 141.5 132.9 180.8 185.0 35.2 53.0 347.9 349.6 2 0 ]
October ____ 157.4 124.2 144.1 140.3 186.4 173.7 35.7** 43.8** 349.6 352.1 22.1
November __ 142.1 125.8 136.2 129.5 180.4 165.6 21.6 17.9 352.4 354.9 22(1
December __ 180.4 178.6 22.5 20.1 202]
Adj.—A djusted for seasonal variation. *—Prelim inary **—Revised
’Computed from  estim ates of Unemployment Compensation Commission of M ontana. Estimates include all full- I 
month.
U nem ploym ent Compensation Commission of M ontana. Num ber of work applicants a t end of month.
’Computed from  kilow att hour sales of M ontana Pow er Company, M ontana-Dakota Utilities Company, Pacific I 
users for consumption w ithin M ontana, reduced to hourly average kilow att hours per month.
‘Computed from  reports of Board of Railroad Commissioners of the S tate of Monta na, comprising total carloa f  
’Computed from  reports of U. S. B ureau of Mines. Daily average.
’Computed from  reports of Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of M ontana. Daily average.
7Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on data from  banks in 16 M ontana comn I  
“Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Nonfarm mortgage recordings of $20,000 or less.
“Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on dollar sales of 80 to 89 department a: I 









Electric Pow er 
Consumption8
Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. 1960
85.0 83.7 113.0 110.8 148.5 146.7 9,469 16,671 208.9 222.2 _______ October
84.1 82.8** 113.0** 111.7** 145.5** 146.7** 14,487 16,114 212.5 225.1 . November
82.7 83.7 114.4 111.3 145.5 147.6 17,577 14,455 204.8 208.1 December
82.3 85.6 108.9 116.3 146.3 148.5 22,670 14,924 201.0 196.5
1961 
__ January
82.3 85.9 108.3 116.7 145.1 147.4 23,445 14,287 206.1 193.0 ______February
80.9 84.7 108.0 115.1 147.0 148.6 21,798 14,360 197.9 194.0 _________March
81.8 84.4 111.4 114.2 146.3 146.0 19,073 15,570 202.6 194.1 _________ April
84.1 84.0 112.8 112.8 148.5 145.7 15,368 17,424 209.1 199.5 ........... ...... May
86.8 84.8 116.1 112.7 155.2 149.4 15,619 19,427 216.5 210.2 . June
88.2 84.3 116.7 112.6 149.2 150.1 11,725 17,901 212.3 223.7 ............ July
88.2 84.8 114.7 108.5 150.7 151.2 9,759 19,286 210.0 216.0 _______ August
85.0 82.6 113.0 107.8 154.1 153.5 9,996 20,235 197.9 201.9 ....... September
82.7** 81.5** 109.7 107.5 149.2** 147.4** 10,866 19,130 205.6 218.7 ______ October
82.8* 81.0* 108.6* 107.3* 146.6* 147.8* 14,059 15,638 214.7 227.4 ... November















($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Unadj.
1960
__________ O c to b e r6,750 1,831 709 2,602 1,608 135.1 121.0 92.0 77.0 _______
6,080 1,674 410 2,115 1,881 137.4 115.9 91.0 78.0 __________________N o v e m b e r
5,467 1,417 469 2,405 1,176 203.4 122.4 90.0 78.0 _______ _______ D e c e m b e r
6,052 1,680 865 1,871 1,636 75.0 119.8 91.0 84.0 ______
1961
................ . J a n u a r y
4,531 1,588 334 1,467 1,142 77.9 121.2 93.0 78.0 __________________ F e b r u a r y
7,450 2,529 511 2,608 1,802 97.2 121.2 95.0 78.0 .............. .. M a rc h
6,450 2,367 605 2,285 1,193 110.6 115.9 96.0 78.0 .............. ........... ................. . A p r i l
7,510 2,811 461 2,428 1,810 111.2 113.9 92.0 79.0 ........... .. ..... ............... . M a y
7,601 2,511 353 2,896 1,841 112.9 123.8 89.0 8 0 . 0 ---------- ________________ J u n e
6,375 2,209 401 2,522 1,243 104.4 113.2 87.0 8 1 . 0 _______ ____________ J u ly
8,000 2,913 512 2,967 1,608 123.6 108.9 94.0 83.0 _____________________A u g u s t
5,856 1,864 488 2,638 866 131.5 122.0 96.0 8 5 . 0 _______ ___  .. S e p te m b e r




8 7 . 0  ____
__________  N o v e m b e r
__________  D e c e m b e r
ime wage and salary workers who worked or received pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the
Light Company, Bonneville Power Administration, and the Bureau of Reclamation to commercial and industrial
eight loaded at Montana points. Daily average.
>aily average.
A djusted for seasonal variation: This m eans th a t  in tra-annual repe ti­
tive fluctuations in the business indicators occasioned by the effects of 
clim ate, custom and convention have been allowed fo r statistically.
stores in Montana. Daily average.
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(Continued from page 5) 
production brought about by drought condi­
tions in eastern Montana. What happens to 
business during the rest of the year depends 
mostly upon developments in the state’s basic 
industries.
Wood products. Among the sectors of the 
national economy expected to show the least 
expansion in 1962 is residential construction. 
This, of course, is bad news for Montana’s 
wood products industry, still primarily con­
cerned with lumber production and heavily 
dependent upon the housing industry. Lum­
ber prices and sales were generally unsatis­
factory in 1961, since production generally 
exceeded demand, although some improve­
ment was noted toward the end of the year. 
The improved lumber market was reflected 
by an increase in industry employment (seas­
onally-adjusted) in Montana in October and 
November. Little further change is antici­
pated in 1962, although the maintenance of 
present production and employment rates 
would insure that the year as a whole ex­
ceeded 1961.
While 1962 will probably see limited 
growth in the timber products industry, the 
next decade may bring a pronounced expan­
sion and diversification of production. The 
recently announced plans of the Anaconda 
Forest Products company for greatly ex­
panding its operations, along with the St. 
Regis Paper Company’s construction of a 
new plywood plant at Libby, and the pro­
posed development of other wood products 
industries have brought enthusiasm to the 
industry. The Anaconda company owns ex­
tensive timber holdings in western Montana; 
according to its announcement, the company 
will create one of the largest forest products 
organizations in the Northwest. Except for 
the expansion and modernization of its pres­
ent sawmill and some changes in organiza­
tion, detailed plans have not been made pub­
lic. The plywood plant at Libby is scheduled 
for completion this spring; it is expected to 
employ 200 persons and will help to reduce 
unemployment in northwestern Montana.
Mining and smelting. Markets for Mon­
tana’s major mineral products—copper and 
petroleum—are expected to be relatively 
stable this year. Labor contracts at all major 
copper mines (including Butte) expire at 
midyear; however, the possibility of averting 
work stoppages appears good. Zinc mining 
will soon be resumed at Butte to take advan­
tage of improved market conditions in that 
industry.
The total value of Montana’s 1961 mineral 
production is estimated at $182 million, a 
slight increase (2 percent) over 1960. Crude 
petroleum ($74.9 million) and copper ($62.3 
million) accounted for 75 percent of the total 
value produced. Although crude oil produc­
tion increased only slightly, copper output 
was the largest in seventeen years.
In spite of increased output, employment 
in Montana’s now highly-mechanized metal 
mining industry continued to decline during 
the early months of the year. Toward the end 
of the year the number of workers appeared 
to stabilize at about 4,200, compared to an 
average of 8,700 workers in 1956. An addi­
tional decline of 1,000 workers has occurred 
in the state’s smelters; all in all, there are 
5,500 fewer jobs than in 1956, most of them 
in Butte and Anaconda. It seems likely that 
this is a permanent loss: unless the Butte- 
Anaconda area can attract some new eco­
nomic activities, it will have to continue its 
readjustment to reduced employment in its 
metals industry. However, employment in 
the area should increase temporarily during 
the next few years with the construction of a 
new multimillion-dollar copper concentrating 
plant by The Anaconda Company at Butte. 
Work will get underway as soon as weather 
permits, with completion scheduled for mid- 
1964. The new plant is another example of 
the use of new technology to increase indus­
trial efficiency. Combined with the mechan­
ized mining operations now in use, it should 
add to the competitiveness and the stability 
of mining and smelting operations in Mon­
tana.
Construction. Montana will benefit from 
federal government expenditures for national 
defense and other purposes again this year.
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Indeed, government contracts — for missile 
bases, military housing, Yellowtail Dam, and 
interstate highways — were responsible for 
what was probably the best construction 
year ever in Montana in 1961. Timing could 
scarcely have been better, since no other 
major industry group except government re­
corded any significant gains. The F. W. 
Dodge Corporation estimates the total vol­
ume of contracts let through November at al­
most $190 million, approximately 50 percent 
above January-November 1960.
Further increases in public construction ac­
tivity in the state are likely to come this year. 
The peak in employment on the Minuteman 
missile program is expected late in the sum­
mer; Yellowtail Dam will employ more work­
ers; the highway construction program should 
continue its heavy building schedule. For­
tunate as these developments are for the 
current welfare of the state, it is well to re­
member that employment of this type is 
temporary, that when these projects are con­
cluded there is no guarantee of other govern­
ment contracts to maintain construction em­
ployment.
On the basis of recent announcements, ex­
penditures by industry for new plant and 
equipment may also increase this year. In 
addition to the developments in wood pro­
ducts and mining noted above, a new $10 
million cement plant will be underway at 
Helena and several large commercial projects 
are scheduled for construction in 1962.
Agriculture. Montana’s farmers and ranch­
ers, particularly in the eastern part of the 
state, were hit hard by the weather in 1961. 
As a result of drought, wheat production was 
down 32 percent from 1960; barley, 34 per­
cent; and oats, 33 percent. Even with grain 
prices somewhat higher than in 1960, the total 
value of all major crops produced fell about 
18 percent, to $208 million from $253 million 
in 1960; the average for the ten-year period 
from 1950 through 1959 was $288 million.4 
Montanans were thus reminded of the effect 
which unfavorable climate can have upon the
4U. S. Departm ent of Agriculture, Statistical Re­
porting Service, Helena.
state. Recently, moderate to heavy precipita­
tion throughout the state has raised hopes for 
this year’s crop. In the meantime, however, 
businesses dependent upon agricultural trade 
will feel the effects of reduced crop pro­
duction in 1961.
Cattle prices were generally lower than in 
1960, although they recovered in late sum­
mer and early fall and ended 1961 slightly 
higher than the year before. The outlook 
for 1962 is for little change in prices. Lamb 
prices, low in 1961, are expected to improve.
Tourist travel. Little is known about Mon­
tana’s recreation and travel industry, al­
though it is a significant source of income 
in many localities. From observation and 
comments of persons in the industry, travel 
last summer was about the same as in 1960; 
it was neither a particularly poor nor an 
especially good tourist season.
This year may be somewhat better. The 
completion of the Lewis and Clark highway, 
joining Missoula and Lewiston, Idaho, will 
make western Montana vacation spots much 
more accessible to central Idaho and will cre­
ate a more direct route from the Columbia 
highway and Portland, Oregon, east through 
Montana. Travel to and from the Seattle 
World’s Fair should also increase tourist 
exenditures in the state. No spectacular gains 
in the recreation and travel industry can be 
expected, however, until improved recrea­
tional facilities and increased promotion 
make more tourists look upon Montana as a 
destination in itself, rather than a through­
way to other vacation areas.
There is some evidence that Montana is be­
ginning to move in this direction. Currently, 
there is considerable interest in the develop­
ment of resorts and new summer home areas 
in the western part of the state. The Na­
tional Park Service has announced plans for 
full-scale recreational development of the 
Yellowtail Dam area, to be designated as the 
Acorn Canyon National Recreation Area. 
These are the kinds of developments which 
the state needs. When an area can hold tour­
ists by providing a variety of recreational 
facilities, then it will have an increasingly
9
strong travel industry. Expanded investment 
in such facilities, both public and private, 
might well pay big dividends in Montana.
Summary. The combined prospects for 
Montana’s major industries hardly promise 
any great upturn in business conditions; 
nevertheless, some increase in total activity 
should occur. The construction industry will 
provide another welcome boost to the state’s 
economy this year, largely as a result of gov­
ernment projects, but also with a rather sub­
stantial amount of industrial construction. 
As a result employment of construction 
workers should record another gain this year. 
While other basic nonagricultural industries 
(wood products, mining, and smelting) may 
show little change, further declines in their 
employment may not occur. As a result, at 
least a small growth in total nonagricultural 
employment and income should take place 
this year, with, hopefully, some decline in un­
employment.
Barring another poor crop year, agricul­
tural income will almost surely increase from 
the low level of 1961. Even if farm income 
increases, however, its full effect will not be 
felt until late in the year, after 1962 crops and 
livestock are marketed.
With some growth in income likely and the 
possibility of a somewhat better travel season, 
consumer expenditures in the state should 
also increase this year. The prospects for the 
individual businessman depend largely upon 
his location and his type of business. If his 
business is situated in a city or town near 
large construction projects, or if he provides
tourist facilities on a well traveled route, he 
may reasonably expect business to be better 
this year. On the other hand, the agricultural 
supplier in eastern Montana or the retailer 
in the small lumber production center may 
find 1962 a less than satisfactory business 
year. As is always the case, much will de­
pend upon the individual businessman’s in­
itiative and ingenuity.
If the economy of Montana were to con­
tinue its present course, the outlook would 
be dismal indeed. However, there are signs 
that changes are coming and that during the 
next few years the state may experience a 
more rapid rate of growth. The projected 
expansion of the wood products industry and 
the likelihood of increased investment in 
recreation and travel facilities are evidences 
of a movement in this direction. There are 
other encouraging developments too: the 
new cement plant at Helena, the possibility 
of an addition to the aluminum plant at Col­
umbia Falls, the completion of a new crude 
oil pipeline connecting Montana with Mid­
west markets.
While each of these projects is relatively 
small, Montana, after all, is not a large state 
in terms of labor force or population. A few 
new industrial plants, the expansion of sev­
eral existing Montana industries, a moderate 
increase in tourist numbers—these can pro­
vide a real stimulus to the economy. While 
the process will be slow, increasing evidence 
points to new growth possibilities for the 
state.
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Montana Trade Association Directory, 1961
An Analysis of Property Valuation Systems Under Eminent Domain, Occa­
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Topics for Small Business, Occasional Paper No. 6, by John S. Wright, 
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The Montana Business Review is sent free on request to any interested 
persons, firms or organizations.
Copies of single issues of the Montana Business Review and of the mono­
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Bureau of Business and Economic Research 
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Statistical Supplement to the Montana Almanac
A statistical supplement to the 1959-1960 
Montana Almanac, reflecting changes based 
on the 1960 Census and other late data, is 
scheduled for issue in late February by the 
Montana State University Press.
The supplement was edited by Maxine 
Johnson, Assistant Director of the MSU 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, 
and contains 110 pages of statistics in 19 dif­
ferent categories. The project was under­
taken mid-way through 1961 and has been in 
progress ever since. As a guide to the last 
edition of the Montana Almanac, all of the 
new supplementary material has been page 
indexed back to that publication.
According to Jack Ryan, Director of the 
MSU Press, the supplement will be sold as 
a package with a copy of the 1959-1960 Al­
manac. “A large amount of the material con­
tained in the book remains unchanged as of 
tcday, and when we put it together with the 
new supplement, the University Press is 
again offering ‘The greatest fact book about 
Montana,’ ” he said.
First edition of the Almanac was published 
by the University in 1957 and became an 
overnight “best seller” in Montana. Twenty- 
three different subject headings, ranging 
from Fine Arts to Public Welfare were cov­
ered in the later edition. The supplement 
carries new data on 19 of these headings, in­
dicating changes that have occurred in the 
state recently.
The supplement, together with a copy of 
the Almanac, will be sold for $2.00—the same 
retail price that was charged for the Almanac 
alone—by the University Press, Montana 
State University, Missoula.
MONTANA BUSINESS REVIEW
February 1962 Vol. 14, No. 2
Published m onthly and sent free on request 
by the B ureau of Business and Economic Re­
search, School of Business Adm inistration, 
M ontana S tate University, Missoula.
Entered as second-class m atter M arch 3, 1949, 
a t the Post Office a t Missoula, M ontana, under 
the Act of August 24, 1912. a^jrjjgg^65
Bureau of Business & Economic Research 
School of Business Administration 
Montana State University, Missoula
M ember, Associated University Bureaus of 
Business and Economic Research
Paul B. Blomgren, Dean and Director 
M axine C. Johnson, Assistant Director
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Clarifying the Mysteries of the Source 
and Application of Funds
JACK J. KEMPNER, Professor 
School of Business Administration 
Montana State University. Missoula
Have you had occasion lately to review a 
funds statement similar to the one presented 
below? And if you have seen many such 
statements, are you as familiar with them as 
you are with the conventional balance sheet 
and income statement?
. .....................  CORPORATION
SOURCE AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS 
DURING 1960
Source of funds:
Net incom e........... .......  $ 36,895,825
Depreciation and depletion..... .............. 80,194,803
O th e r___________________ :_________ 406,422
Total from operations ________ $117,497,050
Proceeds from sale of common stock .. 954,673
Working capital of acquired subsid­
iaries at dates of acquisitions...........  6,837,067
Total ..............    $125,288,790
Application of funds:
Additions to properties, plants and 
equipment, less net retirem ents of
$10,169,140 __________________  $ 70,172,161
Payments on long-term debts .........  27,143,147
Dividends declared:
Preferred s to c k __ _______________ 2,474,688
Common s to c k ________     25,649,688
Increase in investments, n e t .......... ....... 5,869,417
Increase in receivables and advances
—noncurrent, net ___   8,512,906
Other __________________     915,882
$140,737,889
Decrease in working capital ........   15,449,099
Total ......   $125,288,790
The above funds statement was taken from 
the annual stockholders’ report of a large 
national firm and is similar to many such 
statements included in annual reports today. 
The names of these statements will vary; 
sometimes they are called Sources and Appli­
cation of Working Capital, or Changes in 
Working Capital, and very often the format
may be slightly altered. Some firms will use 
a graphic representation instead of a state­
ment. In any event, they are all attempting 
to reveal the same information—namely, how 
and why working capital increased or de­
creased during the year.
These funds statements are useful to small 
businesses, too, and are occasionally includ­
ed in an accountant’s report along with the 
other financial statements. Several questions 
may arise in the mind of the reader who is 
not too familiar with this type of financial 
report. What is the relationship between 
the funds statement and the balance sheet; 
why is depreciation added to funds provided 
by income; why do funds provided neces­
sarily equal funds applied (as was the case 
in the above statement); why is a decrease in 
working capital treated as an application of 
funds; and why do we use the term “funds” 
when we are talking about working capital, 
or is this another way of talking about work­
ing capital? Full understanding of the funds 
statement has often eluded students of ac­
counting as well as many practitioners, so 
that the ordinary businessman need not feel 
inadequate if he does not know as much about 
the funds statement as he does about the 
balance sheet or income statement. How­
ever, with half an hour of study, it should be 
possible to remove many of the mysteries of 
this statement.
Funds Defined
The term funds has many different mean­
ings in accounting as well as in other areas 
of business activity. It is commonly thought 
of as an accumulation of resources set aside 
for a specific purpose, such as a sinking fund 
for the redemption of bonds or preferred 
stock, a fund for future expansion of plant
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facilities, a pension fund to provide for of­
ficers or employees who have retired. Gov­
ernment units usually resort to fund account­
ing in order to separate the financial activi­
ties of their general fund from a special as­
sessment fund or bond fund. When the word 
funds is used in conjunction with a funds 
statement, however, it is synonymous with 
working capital. If we wish to be technical, 
we can say that working capital is a static 
amount; a firm possesses so much working 
capital at a particular date. Funds, on the 
other hand, are thought of in a more dynamic 
sense; they are fluid, flowing in and out of the 
firm continually and result in raising or low­
ering the level of working capital.
The Concept of Funds
A better understanding of how these funds 
flow in and out of a company may be ob­
tained by reviewing the make-up of the bal­
ance sheet. One normally looks upon the bal­
ance sheet as a detailed reflection of the basic 
accounting equation; assets or the resources 
of a company are equal to its equity (the 
claims that outsiders and owners have against 
these resources.) In its abbreviated form, the 
equation looks like this:
Assets =  Equity
Now instead of viewing the balance sheet 
in terms of this horizontal equation, think of 
it in terms of the current accounts (both cur­
rent assets and current liabilities) and the 
noncurrent accounts (primarily the plant as­
sets, the long-term debt and owner’s equity.) 
Of course the net current assets (working 
capital) will not be equal to the net noncur­
rent assets (noncurrent assets less noncur- 
sets, the long-term debt and owners’ equity.) 
however, they will always be equal in amount 
but opposite in their signs. The above state­
ment may confuse you at first glance; reread 
it a couple of times and then review the sim­
plified balance sheet illustrated below.
Assets Equity
Current Section
Cash .... .............. $ 30,000 Accounts
R eceivables___ - 80,000 payable ......... .$ 50,000
Inventories ........ 55,000 Notes p ay ab le .... 15,000
$165,000 $ 65,000
Noncurrent Section
L a n d ................... $ 20,000 Bonds payable $ 50,000
B uild ings........—. 150,000 Capital stock .... 100,000
M achinery __ . 40,000 Retained
earnings ........  160,000
$210,000 $310,000
$375,000 $375,000
Inspect the above statement and you will 
find that the net current assets are $100,000 
while the net noncurrent assets are minus 
$100,000. They are equal in amount, but 
opposite in their sign. Noncurrent assets are 
normally less than long-term debt and own­
ers’ equity so that net noncurrent assets will 
usually be negative.
Assume now that a new machine is pur­
chased for $15,000 cash. This transaction 
will result in a reduction of the net current 
assets with a corresponding increase in the 
net noncurrent assets. The revised balance 
sheet reflects this change.
Assets Equity
Current Section
Cash _________ .$ 15,000 Accounts
R eceivables...... . 80,000 payable ____ $ 50,000
Inventories ...... 55,000 Notes payable . 15,000
$150,000 $ 65,000
Noncurrent Section
L a n d _________ .$ 20,000 Bonds payable . $ 50,000
B uild ings.......... . 150,000 Capital stock .... 100,000
M achinery..... . 55,000 Retained
earnings ....... . 160,000
$225,000 $310,000
$375,000 $375,000
Net current assets are now $85,000 instead 
of $100,000 and the net noncurrent assets have 
increased from minus $100,000 to minus $85,- 
000. The sale of an old machine for $5,000 will 
produce the same result but in the opposite
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Assets Equitydirection; net current assets will increase, net 
fioncurrent assets will decrease. Bear in 
mind, too, that if a short-term note were re­
ceived from the buyer of the machine in­
stead of cash, the effect on net current and net 
noncurrent assets would be identical.
The entire concept of the funds statement 
will be grasped if it is understood that any 
change in the noncurrent section of the bal­
ance sheet must cause an equal but op­
posite change in the current section. Stated 
another way, funds will flow, or the level of 
working capital will change, whenever there 
is a net change in the noncurrent section of 
the balance sheet.
Transactions Which Provide Funds
In addition to the sale of machinery, dis­
cussed in the preceding paragraphs, the sale 
of any noncurrent asset in exchange for cash 
or equivalent short-term resources will re­
sult in a provision, or source of funds. Funds 
will also be increased by the sale of capital 
stock, an issue of bonds, or the incurrence 
of any long-term obligation. In each of these 
instances, the net noncurrent assets will be 
reduced while the working capital will be 
increased by a similar amount.
Revenues derived from sales of merchan­
dise or fees earned as a result of services 
rendered will provide funds through the 
medium of cash or receivables, and if work­
ing capital is increased, net noncurrent assets 
must decrease. The concept that revenues 
serve to reduce the net noncurrent assets is 
difficult to accept at first since one normally 
associates revenue with an increase in assets. 
However, one should remember that when 
revenue is recorded, both the current assets 
and the owners* equity are increased, and an 
increase in owners* equity reduces the net 
noncurrent assets.
The following statements will serve to illus­
trate how the net noncurrent assets are re­
duced when revenue is earned:
Current Section
C a s h _______ ....$ 85,000 Accounts
p a y a b le ___ . $ 60,000
Receivables — 60,000 Notes payable ~ 20,000
$145,000 $ 80,000
Noncurrent Section
L a n d _______ ....$ 25,000 Bonds payable $100,000
B uild ings...... .. 200,000 Capital s tock_.. 100,000
Retained
Machinery ... 70,000 earnings ___ . 160,000
$295,000 $360,000
$440,000 $440,000
At this particular time, the net current 
assets amount to $65,000; the net noncurrent 
assets, minus $65,000. Assume that a $10,- 
000 invoice is submitted to a customer for 
services rendered. As a result, receivables 
will increase by $10,000, causing an increase 
in the net current assets to $75,000. Retained 
earnings (fees earned) will also increase by 
$10,000, causing a decrease in the net non- 
current assets to minus $75,000.
Assets Equity
Current Section
C a s h _______ __$ 85,000 Accounts 
payable ........-  60,000





L a n d ...... ........ ....$ 25,000 Bonds payable . $100,000
Buildings ....... ... 200,000 Capital stock ... 
Retained
.. 100,000
Machinery ... 70,000 earnings ... .. 170,000
$295,000 $370,000
$450,000 $450,000
Funds are also provided when the level 
of working capital has been reduced during 
the period. Suppose a firm ended its year 
of operations with no gain or loss; and sup­
pose further that no funds were provided 
from the sale of stock, bonds or other assets. 
Nevertheless, the firm acquired additional 














November _ ... 116.7 115.8 132.7 127.2
December .. 114.6 116.0 129.1** 133.5**
1961
January  „ .... 109.3 115.9 110.9 130.2
February 107.9 115.6 109.1 129.4
March .......... 108.7 116.2 109.1 134.0
April .... ........ 111.1 115.0 112.7 135.0
May .............. 114.7 114.2 129.1 133.8
June .. 120.5 115.8 143.6 129.1
July  . 122.1 116.3 143.6 127.0
August .. 123.1 115.9 150.9 129.4
September . 121.7 115.8 147.3 126.6
October . 119.6 116.4 143.6 131.4
November ........ 116.6** 115.7** 136.4** 130.8**
December _ .... 114.4* 115.8* 125.4* 129.7*
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100.0 102.0 111.1 104.8 79.2 77.8 128.'
98.1** 102.0** 104.1** 103.5** 79.2** 78.0** 106.!
94.4 96.0 100.0 101.5 75.2 75.6 116.:
94.4 95.9 93.2 98.2 75.2 76.3 114.1
90.7 92.1 94.5 99.3 67.3 67.3 119.1
90.7 90.4 94.5 100.0 68.3 67.5 134.9
92.6 94.4 95.9 97.6 67.3 66.8 147.1
94.4 93.0 100.0 102.4 70.3 67.7 172.4
100.0 95.5 101.4 102.3 70.3 71.4 192.1
100.0 95.0 105.5 105.2 69.3 70.6 170.
100.0 99.1 106.8 103.5 68.3 69.3 172.'
100.0 99.9 120.5 108.5 67.3 69.0 174/;
100.0 102.0 112.3** 106.0** 66.3** 65.1** 156.:
































126.3 128.9 136.5 139.4 186.6 184.6 15.3 13.7 330.6 330.6 201.1
119.8 129.9 138.3 149.5 177.6 178.3 20.0 22.2 335.5 335.8 220.1
February ... .... 110.5 126.6 124.3 135.8 182.3 189.3 17.3 16.1 334.7 333.7 187.1
March . 108.7 130.5 133.8 148.8 171.7 171.2 15.1 15.3 327.4 327.4 196.4
April . 100.5 113.8 127.8 132.2 176.1 169.3 15.6 11.8 330.6 332.7 188.1
May . ... 100.7 109.4 130.2 128.0 168.7 172.0 14.4 * 12.2 337.1 338.1 191.1
June - 109.7 112.0 141.3 134.8 185.2 187.4 17.3 15.6 332.7 325.5 199.5
July  _ 123.4 127.7 142.0 134.7 195.2 211.2 17.2 21.8 343.1 341.0 190.8
August .......... 122.6 111.6 139.4 135.9 188.6 204.3 20.2 24.4 350.0 355.0 199.9
September . 126.4 109.2 141.5 132.9 180.8 185.0 35.2 53.0 347.9 349.6 201.1
October .. ... 157.4 124.2 144.1 140.3 186.4 173.7 35.7 43.8 349.6 352.1 222.2
November ~ 142.1 125.8 136.2 129.5 169.9** 156.0** 24.8** 20.5** 352.4 354.9 220.9
December ..... 128.4 131.0 135.2 138.1 166.2** 164.6** 24.8** 22.1** 202.5
dj.—Adjusted for seasonal variation. *—Prelim inary **—Revised
’Computed from estimates of Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Estimates include all full- a 
month.
“Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Number of work applicants a t end of month.
‘Computed from kilowatt hour sales of Montana Power Company, M ontana-Dakota Utilities Company, Pacific P1 
users for consumption w ithin Montana, reduced to hourly average kilowatt hours per month.
‘Computed from reports of Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of M ontana, comprising total carloadi 
“Computed from reports of U. S. Bureau of Mines. Daily average.
•Computed from reports of Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of Montana. Daily average.
7Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on data from banks in 16 Montana commi 
“Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Nonfarm mortgage recordings of $20,000 or less.
“Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on dollar sales of 80 to 89 department ant 









Electric Pow er 
Consumption*
Unadj. A dj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. U nadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj.
1960
84.1 82.8 113.0 111.7 145.5 146.7 14,487 16,114 212.5 225.1 ... November
83.2** 84.2** 113.9** 110.8** 144.4** 146.4** 17,577 14,455 204.8 208.1 .. December 
1961
82.3 85.6 108.9 116.3 146.3 148.5 22,670 14,924 201.0 196.5 ....  January
82.3 85.9 108.3 116.7 145.1 147.4 23,445 14,287 206.1 193.0 _February
80.9 84.7 108.0 115.1 147.0 148.6 21,798 14,360 197.9 194.0 .........______ March
81.8 84.4 111.4 114.2 146.3 146.0 19,073 15,570 202.6 194.1 ............ April
84.1 84.0 112.8 112.8 148.5 145.7 15,368 17,424 209.1 199.5 ____ _______May
86.8 84.8 116.1 112.7 155.2 149.4 15,619 19,427 216.5 210.2 _ _ June
88.2 84.3 116.7 112.6 149.2 150.1 11,725 17,901 212.3 223.7 __. . . ______July
88.2 84.8 114.7 108.5 150.7 151.2 9,759 19,286 210.0 216.0 . August
85.0 82.6 113.0 107.8 154.1 153.5 9,996 20,235 197.9 201.9 .... Septem ber
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($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Unadj.
1960
6,080 1,674 410 2,115 1,881 137.4 115.9 91.0 78.0 - November
5,467 1,417 469 2,405 1,176 203.4 122.4 90.0 7 8 . 0 _______ ...... ........ December
6,052 1,680 865 1,871 1,636 75.0 119.8 91.0 84.0 _______
1961
________ January
4,531 1,588 334 1,467 1,142 77.9 121.2 93.0 78.0 .............. ................. February
7,450 2,529 511 2,608 1,802 97.2 121.2 95.0 7 8 . 0 _______ ___________ March
6,450 2,367 605 2,285 1,193 110.6 115.9 96.0 78.0 ............. ... April
7,510 2,811 461 2,428 1,810 111.2 113.9 92.0 79.0 _______ ....... ...................May
7,601 2,511 353 2,896 1,841 112.9 123.8 89.0 8 0 . 0 ____ __ ____________ June
6,375 2,209 401 2,522 1,243 104.4 113.2 87.0 81.0 _____ - .......................... July
8,000 2,913 512 2,967 1,608 123.6 108.9 94.0 83.0 __________________August
5,856 1,864 488 2,638 866 131.5 122.0 96.0 8 5 . 0 _______ .... September
6,200 2,251 265 2,420 1,264 117.5 105.3 96.0 86.0 ______________ .... October
6,819 1,989 346 2,902 1,582 123.6 104.3 89.0 87.0 ..........-... _ November
203.0 122.1 90.0 87.0 _______ ... December
ime wage and salary workers who worked or received pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the
Light Company, Bonneville Power Adm inistration, and the Bureau of Reclamation to commercial and industrial
sight loaded at Montana points. Daily average.
)aily average.
A djusted for seasonal varia tion : This m eans th a t  in tra -an n u a l repeti­
tive fluctuations in  the business indicators occasioned by  th e  effects of 
clim ate, custom  and convention have been allowed fo r statistically .
7
stores in Montana. Daily average.
(Continued from page 5) 
machinery worth $100,000 for cash and/or 
short-term notes. Since $100,000 in funds 
were applied to the acquisition of machinery 
and since no funds were provided by profits 
or the sale of other resources, these funds 
must have been obtained from a reservoir of 
working capital. Removing these funds from 
the existing reservoir of working capital re­
sulted in reducing the latter, and we say that 
funds were provided by reducing working 












50,000Receivables _________ .... .. 50,000
Inventories ........... .......___  100,000 100,000
M achinery and equipm ent . .. 600,000 500,000
$925,000 $850,000
Equity
C urrent payables ................ ___ $175,000 $100,000
Capital stock __ ____ _____ ....... 500,000 500,000
Retained e a rn in g s________ _ 250,000 250,000
$925,000 $850,000
The new machinery was acquired by pay­
ing $25,000 in cash (accounted for by the re­
duction in cash of this amount) and giving 
the vendor $75,000 in short-term notes (cur­
rent payables were increased by $75,000). 
Working capital at the beginning of the year, 
consisting of cash, receivables and inven­
tories, less the current payables, amounted 
to $250,000 and at the end of the year, $150,000. 
A statement summarizing these fund trans­
actions appears as follows:
STATEMENT OF SOURCES AND APPLICATION 
OF FUNDS
Funds w ere provided by:
Decrease in working c a p ita l ........................ $100,000
Funds w ere applied to:
Purchase of m ach in e ry ...................................$100,000
Transactions Which Apply Funds 
It has already been observed that the acqui­
sition of machinery for cash, or in exchange 
for short-term notes, will result in an appli­
cation of funds. It should be obvious, there­
fore, that the purchase of any noncurrent 
assets such as land, buildings, permanent in­
vestments, etc., will cause a reduction in funds 
whenever a short-term asset is given up or a 
short-term liability is incurred. The remit­
tance of the current asset, cash, to liquidate 
bonded indebtedness also requires an applica­
tion of funds.
Most expenses (but not all) such as salaries, 
utilities, rent, etc., also result in an application 
of funds since they have an opposite effect 
on the current and noncurrent sections of the 
balance sheet from revenues. Although divi­
dends or owner withdrawals are not expenses, 
their distribution to owners produce the same 
results; net current assets are decreased and 
net noncurrent assets are increased because 
of the reduction in owners’ equity.
Funds are also applied when the level of 
working capital is increased. Assume that 
funds provided by operations amounted to 
$100,000 during the year and that no other 
fund transactions took place. Since no funds 
were applied to the acquisition of equipment 
or other assets, nor to the liquidation of long­
term obligations, all funds must have been 
applied to increase the reservoir of working 
capital. The funds statement in this simple 
situation appears as follows:
STATEMENT OF SOURCES AND APPLICATION 
OF FUNDS
Funds were provided by:
Net in c o m e ... ............       $100,000
Funds w ere applied to:
Increase in working capital .........    $100,000
Transactions Which Do Not 
Affect the Flow of Funds 
If the effect of a business transaction. is 
restricted to either the current section or the 
noncurrent section of the balance sheet, it 
follows that funds will not flow. For ex-
8
ample, the exchange of the asset Cash for the 
asset Accounts Receivable has no effect on 
the noncurrent section of the balance sheet, 
nor does the acquisition of merchandise in 
exchange for the open account obligation, 
Accounts Payable. Similarly, the scrapping 
of a plant asset which has been fully depre­
ciated, or the conversion of one long-term 
debt for another, changes only the noncurrent 
accounts and does not influence the flow of 
funds.
Another type of business transaction which 
does not affect the flow of funds but which 
does affect the determination of net income 
must be considered. When current receiv­
ables are converted into cash, or when one 
long-term debt is converted into another, we 
say that funds are not affected and dismiss 
the transaction as being of no consequence in 
the preparation of the funds statement. Nor 
does the annual depreciation charge have any 
effect on funds, but since it does influence 
reported profits, we must give it some further 
consideration. One of the most important 
fund producing factors in any business or­
ganization is the net income. However, de­
preciation is one of the revenue charges which 
reduces net profits but does not require an 
expenditure of funds as do wages, rent and 
utilities. Depreciation is simply a process 
of periodically writing off the cost of an asset 
over its useful life, and funds are in no way 
involved in this transaction. The funds pro­
vided by net income are therefore understated 
by the amount of the depreciation charge. 
Reference to the funds statement illustrated 
at the beginning of this article will reveal that 
depreciation and depletion ($80,194,803) was 
treated as a source of funds. If a statement 
user casually glances at this item, it may be 
erroneously concluded that funds were pro­
vided by the depreciation charge of $80 mil­
lion. On the contrary, the $80 million has 
simply been added back to the funds pro­
vided by net income. The so-called “other” 
items amounting to $406,422 on this same 
statement are additional miscellaneous 
charges against income which, although re­
ducing profits, did not require an expenditure
of funds. While the firm’s profits were re­
ported on the income statement at slightly 
under $37 million, actual funds provided by 
operations amounted to $117,497,050. Any 
charge, then, which serves to reduce reported 
income, but which does not result in a reduc­
tion of funds, must be added back to reported 
profits; and conversely, any increase in re­
ported income which does not also increase 
funds (e.g., amortization of bond premium) 
must be deducted from reported profits.
This correction to net income, caused by 
the depreciation “add-back”, usually has a 
profound effect on the actual funds provided 
by operations and is the reason why state­
ment users are so interested in the funds 
statement. If you will refer again to the 
statement at the beginning of this article, 
you will notice that funds provided by profits 
were three times greater than the reported 
net income. While the importance of the net 
income figures as reported on the income 
statement is not to be underestimated, the 
amount of funds provided by operations is 
also an extremely useful figure.
The Funds Statement
If you can understand how certain financial 
transactions cause funds to flow in and out 
of a business, it should be easy to appreciate 
the preparation of a more complex statement.
In order to trace the preparation of a funds 
statement, consider the formation of a new 
company that has not yet begun to operate 
but has acquired working capital and equip­
ment through the issuance of stocks and 
bonds. The initial balance sheet for this com­





C a s h ................$ 300,000
Inventories .....  200,000
P lant and




payable __ $ 150,000
Bonds payable 250,000
Capital s to ck .. 700,000
$ 1, 100,000
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An inspection of the balance sheet indicates 
that working capital amounts to $350,000 and 
is composed of $500,000 in cash and inven­
tories, less $150,000 in current payables. How 
the funds were provided through the sale of 
securities and were used for the acquisition 




SOURCES AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS 
JANUARY 1, 1961
Funds were provided by:
Sale of capital s to c k ..............................  $700,000
Sale of bonds ________ .___    250,000
Total funds provided ................................ $950,000
Funds were applied to:
Purchase of plant and eq u ip m en t___ ___ $600,000
Acquisition of working capital .................. 350,000
Total funds ap p lied ... ..................   $950,000
Although funds statements are never pre­
pared for a single balance sheet because there 
has been no movement of funds, there is 
some justification in preparing one for the 
new business illustrated above in view of 
the fact that working capital has increased 
from zero to $350,000. Notice how funds were 
applied to the acquisition of working capital. 
$950,000 in funds were provided by stock­
holders and bond holders. These funds were 
used to buy equipment and to set up a store 
of working capital. And this working capital 
in turn has been used to acquire cash of $300,- 
000 and merchandise of $50,000; the remaining 
$150,000 of merchandise has been obtained 
from suppliers on short-term credit and has 
had no effect on funds.
Assume now that the Fairview Corpora­
tion has completed its first full year of opera­
tions and that comparative balance sheets 
have been prepared on December 31, 1961.
FAIRVIEW CORPORATION 
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET 
1961
Assets
D ecember 31 January  1
Cash ____________ —— ... $ 330,000 $ 300,000
R eceivables.... ..................___  40,000 •—
Inventories ___________ 270,000 200,000
Plant and equipm ent ...___  700,000 600,000
$1,340,000 $1,100,000
Equity
Accounts payable —.......___$ 180,000 $ 150,000
Dividends payable ........ ___  20,000 —
Bonds payable .............. . 250,000 250,000
Capital stock ____ ____ .......  810,000 700,000
Retained earnings .......... .......  80,000 —
$1,340,000 $1,100,000
Additional information obtained from the 
income statement and statement of retained 
earnings reveals that net income for the year 
was $60,000, that depreciation charges 
amounted to $40,000 and that dividends of 
$20,000 were declared. From these ad­
ditional data and the analysis of the compara­
tive balance sheets, it is possible to prepare 
the following funds statement:
FAIRVIEW CORPORATION 
STATEMENT OF SOURCES AND APPLICATION 
OF FUNDS 
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1961
Funds were provided by:
Operations:
Net income ....    $ 60,000
Add—Charges against operations which 
did not require an  expenditure of 
funds
Depreciation ___________   40,000
Total funds provided by opera­
tions ________________  $100,000
Sale of capital s to c k ...............   _ 110,000
Total _________________________  $210,000
Funds were applied to:
Purchase of additional plant fa c ilitie s__ $100,000
Dividends distributed to stockholders... ...... 20,000
Acquisition of additional working capital 90,000
T o ta l_____________________________ $210,000
The reader of these financial statements is 
now afforded an opportunity to determine 
the reasons for the change in working capital,
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to find out the sources from which funds were 
obtained and what disposition was made of 
them. Additional funds have been provided 
through the sale of additional stock and 
through profitable operations which have 
been further increased by $40,000 because of 
the depreciation charge. Some of these 
funds, in turn, were used to expand the plant, 
to distribute dividends to the stockholders 
and to augment the supply of working capital. 
Further analysis of the current section of the 
balance sheet discloses that the additional 
$90,000 of working capital is distributed 
among the cash, receivables, and inventories.
Another statement is often prepared to en­
able the analyst to review the actual work­
ing capital changes. This summary is usually 
referred to as a statement of changes in work­
ing capital.
FAIR VIEW CORPORATION 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN 
WORKING CAPITAL 
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1961




C a s h __________ $330,000 $300,000 $ 30,000
Receivables .... —. 40,000 -0 - 40,000
Inventories __ . 270,000 200,000 70,000
Total current
asse ts............ $640,000 $500,000 $140,000
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable $180,000 $150,000 $ 30,000*
Dividends 
p ay ab le ............ 20,000 - 0 - 20,000*
Total current
liabilities .... $200,000 $150,000 $ 50,000*
Working capital „ $440,000 $350,000 $ 90,000
Note the complementary nature of the 
funds statement and the statement of 
changes in working capital. They both re­
flect the increase in working capital of $90,- 
000; however, the funds statement explains 
the cause of the increase by illustrating the 
changes in the non-current accounts, where­
as the statement of changes in working cap­
ital illustrates the increases or decreases 
in the current accounts themselves.
Functions of the Funds Statement
The functions of the funds statement can 
best be summarized by framing several ques­
tions which the funds statement is capable 
of answering.
(1) Why were reported net profits per income 
statement greater or less than the actual 
funds provided?
The determination of profits as reported 
on the income statement is based upon the 
recognition of revenue and the incurrence of 
expense, neither of which will parallel the 
receipt or disbursement of cash or the flow 
of funds. The funds statement will correct 
reported net profits to show actual funds pro­
vided by these projects.
(2) What disposition was made with funds ob­
tained from the sale of stock or the incurrence 
of a long-term debt?
The funds statement will disclose the re­
ceipt of these funds in terms of funds pro­
vided, and proceed to show how these funds 
were applied to the acquisition of equip­
ment and/or the acquisition of additional 
working capital.
(3) What is the firm doing with the funds 
obtained from profitable operations?
The funds statement will first correct the 
net profit figure as reported on the income 
statement by showing actual funds provided 
by operations, and then outline the applica­
tion of these funds as discussed in question 
(2) above.
(4) How is a new expansion program being 
financed—through profits, through long-term 
borrowing, through investment by stockhold­
ers, or a combination of several factors?
The various sources of funds obtained will 
be itemized in the funds statement in the 
section entitled “funds were provided by.”
(5) Why are dividends so small even though 
operations are profitable?
Profits may have been “plowed back” into 
the business so that the increase in funds due 
to profitable operations may have all been 
absorbed by the acquisition of new facilities. 
The facilities acquired will be itemized in the 
section “funds were applied to.”
(6) How is it possible to increase working
11
capital even though the firm has suffered 
a loss from operations?
Such a situation can be accomplished either 
by selling additional stock or bonds or dis­
posing of certain plant assets or investments. 
The actual source of these funds will be 
spelled out in the funds statement with no 
need to guess as to how they were acquired.
(7) If the firm was contracting its operations, 
what happened to the proceeds from the sale 
of its plant and equipment?
Again, the funds statement will disclose 
the actual amount of funds recovered from 
the sale of plant assets and describe their 
disposition. If these funds were not disposed 
of during the period, the statement will show 
that funds were applied to increase working 
capital.
(8) How was an outstanding bond issue or 
other long-term obligation liquidated?
If no additional funds were acquired in 
order to take care of this liquidation, and if 
funds obtained from profitable operations 
were inadequate, the deficiency would prob­
ably have to come from the existing working 
capital. The statement would then show that 
funds were provided by a decrease in work­
ing capital.
Although a funds statement does not treat 
each individual fund transaction separately, 
a careful inspection of the statement will 
usually enable the analyst to arrive at reason­
able conclusions concerning the aggregate 
sources and applications of funds during the 
period.
One final factor is worth mentioning— 
that funds statements are often useful when 
prepared on a predictive basis. In addition 
to reviewing the flow of funds based upon his­
torical transactions, it is often advisable to 
prepare these statements in advance in order 
to estimate the probable flow of funds dur­
ing the coming year. If fairly comprehensive 
budgets are prepared and are accompanied by 
predictive balance sheets and income state­
ments, an estimated funds statement can be 
developed.
Summary
The funds statement is a very useful ana­
lytical tool; yet statement users have often 
neglected it when reviewing the financial 
affairs of a business organization. The bal­
ance sheet, statement of retained earnings, 
and income statement, on the other hand, are 
more familiar to most readers and are usually 
studied more carefully. Without minimizing 
the importance of these three conventional 
statements, however, it must be contended 
that the funds statement has much to offer 
the analyst since it joins together two succes­
sive balance sheets in much the same manner 
that the income statement joins together 
two successive retained earnings statements.
Failure to utilize the funds statement more 
fully is often due to a lack of understanding, 
and it is hoped that the present article will 
have served to clarify some of the mysteries 
surrounding this statement so that the reader 
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The European Common Market and U. S. Trade Policy
JAMES R. LEONARD, Instructor 
Department of Economics 
Montana State University, Missoula
Introduction
Since World War II an unprecedented de­
gree of interest in economic integration has 
developed all over the world. While we in the 
United States have been particularly aware 
of the establishment of the European Com­
mon Market (European Economic Commu­
nity), which has integrated the economies 
of the six major countries of Western Europe, 
it is essential to realize that the Common 
Market is only a part of a basically much 
larger world movement. This movement in­
cludes the integration of the economies of the 
U.S.S.R. satellite countries in Eastern Europe, 
as well as the attempts to integrate the econ­
omies of the countries of Latin America. 
Further, it would not be unrealistic to sup­
pose that the countries of Southeast Asia, 
Africa, and other hitherto backward areas 
will become more and more conscious of the 
apparent benefits of expanded markets and 
large scale production.
Because economic integration is a complex 
concept, no single definition of the term is 
adequate. It must be thought of both as a 
process and as a state of affairs. As a process, 
it encompasses measures to eliminate discrim­
ination in trade relationships between eco­
nomic units belonging to different nation 
states. As a state of affairs, it is the absence 
of various forms of discrimination between 
national economies.1
It is useful in interpreting this definition to 
make a distinction between economic co­
operation and economic integration. Economic 
cooperation, as represented by trade agree­
ments between countries, is mainly concerned
with reducing the harriers to international 
trade. The General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT), in which over forty 
countries participated in 1948 is an example of 
broad cooperation. In this instance, each of 
the participants agreed not to discriminate 
against any of the other participants in tariff 
policy. None of the participants, however, 
had any intention of completely removing 
barriers to trade at that time or in the near 
future. On the other hand, economic integra­
tion, as represented by the European Com­
mon Market, is concerned with eliminating 
the harriers to international trade. Thus, 
the countries in the European Economic Com­
munity will eventually remove all restrictions 
on the trade of goods and production factors 
within the Community.
It is important to realize that just as it is 
possible to have degrees of cooperation, it is 
also possible to have degrees of integration. 
Historically, integration has always taken 
one of several different forms.2 These are:
1. ) The free trade area in which partici­
pating countries eliminate tariffs among 
themselves, but retain the right to determine 
their individual tariff policies toward outside 
countries.
2. ) The customs union in which partici­
pating countries eliminate tariffs among 
themselves, and all countries within the union 
have identical tariff policies toward outsiders.
3. ) The common market is basically the 
same as the customs union except that the 
participating countries further agree to allow 
factors of production, labor, capital, and 
financial services, absolute freedom of move­
ment within the market area.
4. ) The economic union, while encom-
JBela Balassa, Theory of Economic Integration 
(Homewood: Irwin, 1960) p. 2. 3
3
-Ibid.
passing all of the characteristics of the com­
mon market, goes a step beyond the common 
market to harmonize the national economic 
policies of the participating countries.
5.) Complete integration presupposes a 
unification of monetary, fiscal, and social poli­
cies as well as the elimination of barriers to 
trade. This, of course, requires a supra-na­
tional authority whose decisions are bind­
ing for member states.
Aside from strong theoretical arguments 
for and against high degrees of integration, 
the prosperity enjoyed by the fifty com­
pletely integrated American States and the 
rate of economic growth of the fifteen com­
pletely integrated Russian Republics have ap­
peared to demonstrate the benefits of integra­
tion. It is only natural, then, that in those 
areas of the world where countries share a 
common desire for economic growth, and 
possess similar political and economic insti­
tutions, that a movement toward economic 
integration should occur. Because this move­
ment, as it has developed in Europe, is of 
vital importance to our own economic and 
political well-being, we can all profit from 
observing the evolution and workings of the 
European Economic Community.
European Common Market
Immediately following World War II num­
erous efforts were made to achieve European 
economic unity. The most ambitious of these 
efforts, undoubtedly, was the establishment 
of the Organization for European Economic 
Cooperation (OEEC). The OEEC was formed 
in 1948 to encourage the use of Marshall Plan 
aid in ways consistent with future economic 
unification of Europe.3 Because of historical 
considerations and the size of the organiza­
tion with seventeen nation members, the 
OEEC was, perhaps, predestined to only 
limited success. In any case, as events oc­
curred, the framework of the OEEC evolved 
into a tool to aid in economic cooperation, 3
3Abraham  L. Getlow, Economics (New York: Ox­
ford Press, 1962) p. 635.
rather than into a vehicle of economic inte­
gration. Thus, the major goal of European 
unity was left to be sought by other organiza­
tions.
An important development was the estab­
lishment of a customs union in the same year 
as the formation of the OEEC, 1948, by Bel­
gium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 
Though composed of only three small nations, 
this union, commonly called the Benelux 
union, encompassed one of the great trading 
areas of the world. Under the customs union 
agreement the three nations attempted to 
eliminate tariffs and quota restrictions among 
themselves. In addition, a uniform set of 
trade restrictions against outsiders prevailed 
for the whole union.
In 1952, building on the base provided by 
the Benelux union, France, Italy, and West 
Germany joined with the Benelux nations to 
form a most important common market for 
two commodities—coal and steel. The func­
tioning, of the European Coal and Steel Com­
munity, the formal designation of the six na­
tion market area, required almost complete 
integration of those basic industries. In spite 
of problems arising from industry relocation 
and the reallocation of production factors, the 
economic growth of the geographic areas 
directly affected was phenomenal. It was 
only natural, then, for the six nations to con­
sider a much broader application of the com­
mon market concept. After much negotia­
tion, representatives of France, Germany, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Belgium, and the Nether­
lands met in Rome to write a trade treaty 
establishing a common market encompassing 
the total economies of the six countries. On 
March 25, 1957, the Treaty of Rome was 
signed and the European Economic Com­
munity (hereafter referred to as the Com­
munity) was born.
Basically, the Treaty of Rome provided for 
a twelve to fifteen year program of gradual 
integration. It was generally felt that if the 
barriers to trade were removed too rapidly 
all of Europe might be thrown into a major 
economic depression. This proved to be an 
unfounded fear, however. The pace at which
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the economies of the six countries have be- 
.come integrated has been faster than any of 
the proponents of European integration dared 
to hope.
The main provisions of the program pre­
scribed by the Treaty of Rome were:
1. ) All tariffs, on goods produced and 
traded within the Community, would be 
gradually reduced until they were completely 
eliminated.
2. ) All countries would gradually abolish 
quota restrictions on their imports from other 
countries within the Community.
3. ) Restrictions on the movement of pro­
duction factors within the Community would 
be removed. Thus, labor and capital would 
be allowed to move freely across national 
boundaries.
4. ) A common policy f o r  agriculture 
would take the place of the individual policies 
pursued by the member countries. This did 
not mean that a free market for agriculture 
would be established. All nation members 
of the Community have agricultural problems 
similar to those of the United States. This 
provision, then, would imply an international 
system of agricultural price supports within 
the Community.
5. ) All members agreed to coordinate 
monetary and fiscal policies in order to assure 
high employment and price stability.
6. ) Community action would be taken to 
harmonize the labor policies of the member 
countries. Overtime pay, and other condi­
tions of work prescribed by legislation, would 
be the same for all countries within the Com­
munity.
7. ) A social fund was established to pro­
vide aid for individuals and families injured 
by increased competition.
8. ) Two investment funds were estab­
lished to stimulate economic growth. One of 
the funds channels constructive capital into 
the economically backward areas of the 
Community. The other performs the same 
service for the underdeveloped areas of the 
overseas territories of the member countries.
The European Economic Community is ad­
ministered by several agencies established by 
the Treaty. The most important of these 
agencies are:
1. ) The Assembly, consisting of 142 mem­
bers appointed by and from the national 
parliaments of the member countries.
2. ) The Council, consisting of six min­
isters, each representing a member country.
3. ) The Commission, consisting of nine 
members, appointed by common agreement 
of the member countries.
The Assembly reviews and debates problems 
of the Community. The Council of Min­
isters coordinates general economic policies 
of the member countries. Also, it makes 
decisions concerning problems arising in es­
tablishing and maintaining the Community. 
The Commission functions as the administra­
tive organ of the Community and acts in an 
advisory capacity for the Council of Minis­
ters.
We can see now that the European Eco­
nomic Community is much more than an at­
tempt to liberalize trade on a revolutionary 
scale. It is, rather, an attempt to manage 
the combined economies of six sovereign 
nations as one huge trading area. Further 
still, it goes beyond what is normally defined 
as a common market and includes many 
characteristics of an economic union.
While the geographic area constituting the 
European Economic Community is relatively 
small when compared to the United States 
or Russia, it is, nevertheless, one of the richest 
areas of the world.4 A direct comparison of 
the European Economic Community, the 
United Kingdom, the United States, and the 
Soviet Union is shown in Table I. These 
comparisons are even more significant when 
we note that Great Britain and several other 
countries have applied for membership in the 
Community.
Although the implementation of the main 
provisions of the Treaty of Rome was sche­
duled to take place over a rather long period,
‘All territories of the member countries as well as 
Greece are associate members of the Community.
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Co 
Una
December __ 114.6 116.0 129.1 133.5 98.1 102.0 104.1 103.5 79.2 78.0 106
1961
January  ........ ... 109.3 115.9 120.0** 140.8** 92.6** 94.2** 102.7** 104.3** 75.2 75.6 86
February 107.9 115.6 109.1 129.4 94.4 95.9 93.2 98.2 75.2 76.3 114
March .. 108.7 116.2 109.1 134.0 90.7 92.1 94.5 99.3 67.3 67.3 119
April . 111.1 115.0 112.7 135.0 90.7 90.4 94.5 100.0 68.3 67.5 134
May . ... 114.7 114.2 129.1 133.8 92.6 94.4 95.9 97.6 67.3 66.8 147.
June _ 120.5 115.8 143.6 129.1 94.4 93.0 100.0 102.4 70.3 67.7 1721
July  . 122.1 116.3 143.6 127.0 100.0 95.5 101.4 102.3 70.3 71.4 192;
August .......... 123.1 115.9 150.9 129.4 100.0 95.0 105.5 105.2 69.3 70.6 170
September ... 121.7 115.8 147.3 126.6 100.0 99.1 106.8 103.5 68.3 69.3 172 \
October ........ 119.6 116.4 143.6 131.4 100.0 99.9 120.5 108.5 67.3 69.0 174 i
November __ ... 116.6 115.7 136.4 130.8 100.0 102.0 112.3 106.0 66.3 65.1 156
December .... 114.4 115.8 127.3** 131.6** 98.1** 102.0** 109.6** 108.9** 67.3 66.3 126
1962
January  ........ 110.6"* 117.3* 118.2* 138.7* 96.3* 98.0* 101.4* 102.9* 67.3* 67.6* 105












December ..... 126.3 128.9 136.5 139.4 186.6 184.6 15.3 13.7 330.6 330.6 201
1961
January  ........ 119.8 129.9 138.3 149.5 177.6 178.3 20.0 22.2 335.5 335.8 220;
February .. ... 110.5 126.6 124.3 135.8 182.3 189.3 17.3 16.1 334.7 333.7 187]
March . 108.7 130.5 133.8 148.8 171.7 171.2 15.1 15.3 327.4 327.4 196.
April ..... ...... ... 100.5 113.8 127.8 132.2 176.1 169.3 15.6 11.8 330.6 332.7 188,
May .............. 100.7 109.4 130.2 128.0 168.7 172.0 14.4 12.2 337.1 338.1 191
June ......... 109.7 112.0 141.3 134.8 185.2 187.4 17.3 15.6 332.7 325.5 199
J u l y ___ • 123.4 127.7 142.0 134.7 195.2 211.2 17.2 21.8 343.1 341.0 190.
August .......... 122.6 111.6 139.4 135.9 188.6 204.3 20.2 24.4 350.0 355.0 199.
September ... 126.4 109.2 141.5 132.9 180.8 185.0 35.2 53.0 347.9 349.6 201.1
October .... ... .... 157.4 124.2 144.1 140.3 186.4 173.7 35.7 43.8 349.6 352.1 222.
November .. 142.1 125.8 136.2 129.5 169.9 156.0 24.8 20.5 352.4 354.9 220.
December .... 128.4 131.0 135.2 138.1 172.4** 170.7*:* 24.1** 21.5** 202.
1962
January  ____.... 112.3 121.8 132.2 142.9 156.0* 156.6* 22.5* 25.0* 345.5 345.5 215.
Adj.—Adjusted for seasonal variation. *—Prelim inary **—Revised
’Computed from estimates of Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Estimates include all full- * 
month.
“Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Number of work applicants a t end of month.
•Computed from kilowatt hour sales of Montana Power Company, Montana-Dakota Utilities Company, Pacific P 
users for consumption w ithin Montana, reduced to hourly average kilowatt hours per month.
‘Computed from reports of Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of M ontana, comprising total carload 
“Computed from reports of U. S. Bureau of Mines. Daily average.
“Computed from reports of Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of Montana. Daily average.
C om puted from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on data from banks in 16 Montana comm 
“Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Nonfarm mortgage recordings of $20,000 or less.
“Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on dollar sales of 80 to 89 department an 
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6 83.2 84.2 113.9 110.8 144.4 146.4 17,577 14,455 204.8 208.1 ...... ... December
8** 80.4** 83.6** 104.2** 111.3** 145.1** 147.3** 22,670 14,924 201.0 196.5
1961 
. January
4 82.3 85.9 108.3 116.7 145.1 147.4 23,445 14,287 206.1 193.0 ...... .... February
0 80.9 84.7 108.0 115.1 147.0 148.6 21,798 14,360 197.9 1 9 4 .0 ___ ____ March
3 81.8 84.4 111.4 114.2 146.3 146.0 19,073 15,570 202.6 194.1 ...... _____  April
3 84.1 84.0 112.8 112.8 148.5 145.7 15,368 17,424 209.1 199.5 ___ ______ May
3 86.8 84.8 116.1 112.7 155.2 149.4 15,619 19,427 216.5 2 1 0 .2 ___ _ ____ June
2 88.2 84.3 116.7 112.6 149.2 150.1 11,725 17,901 212.3 223.7 ____ ...... ..... July
4 88.2 84.8 114.7 108.5 150.T 151.2 9,759 19,286 210.0 216.0 ___ ___ August
7 85.0 82.6 113.0 107.8 154.1 153.5 9,996 20,235 197.9 201.9 ....... „ September
6 82.7 81.5 109.7 107.5 149.2 147.4 10,866 19,130 205.6 218.7 ...... ......  October
7 81.4 80.1 108.3 107.0 147.4 148.6 14,059 15,638 214.7 227.4 ___ ... November
1** 80.4** 81.4** 109.7 106.7 147.8** 149.9** 16,568 13,625 220.7 224.3 .. December




N onfarm  Mortgage Recordings
Savings Insur- 
& Loan ance Comm. 
Total Assocs. Cos. Banks 












|3 5,467 1,417 469 2,405 1,176 203.4 122.4 90.0 78.0 ... December
8. 6,052 1,680 865 1,871 1,636 75.0 119.8 91.0 84.0 ....
1961 
. January
2 4,531 1,588 334 1,467 1,142 77.9 121.2 93.0 78.0 - - .... February
3 7,450 2,529 511 2,608 1,802 97.2 121.2 95.0 78.0 .... ____ March
1 6,450 2,367 605 2,285 1,193 110.6 115.9 96.0 78.0 .... ______April
8 7,510 2,811 461 2,428 1,810 111.2 113.9 92.0 79.0 - - ............. May
8 7,601 2,511 353 2,896 1,841 112.9 123.8 89.0 80.0 .... ______June
7 6,375 2,209 401 2,522 1,243 104.4 113.2 87.0 81.0 .... . July
2 8,000 2,913 512 2,967 1,608 123.6 108.9 94.0 83.0 .... ____ August
6 5,856 1,864 488 2,638 866 131.5 122.0 96.0 85.0 .... ... September
’4 6,200 2,251 265 2,420 1,264 117.5 105.3 96.0 86.0 .....  October
0 6,819 1,989 346 2,902 1,582 123.6 104.3 89.0 87.0 .... ... November
1 5,593 1,629 437 2.106 1.421 203.0 122.1 90.0 87.0 . December
9
time wage and salary workers who worked or received
1962
94.0 88.0 —........... ..................- January
pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the
3 Light Company, Bonneville Power Administration, and the Bureau of Reclamation to commercial and industrial 
reight loaded at Montana points. Daily average.
Daily average.
1 stores in Montana. Daily average.
A djusted for seasonal variation: This m eans th a t in tra-annual repeti­
tive fluctuations in  the business indicators occasioned by th e  effects of 
climate, custom  and convention have been allowed for statistically.
7
(Continued from page 5)
a considerable portion of the program has 
been adopted well ahead of schedule. We 
might now make a brief survey of some of 
the accomplishments of the Community since 
1957.
The first ten percent reduction of tariffs 
occurred in January, 1959. Other reductions 
of ten percent were made in July, 1959, 
December, 1960, and December, 1961. The 
total reduction of forty percent, attained at 
the end of 1961, places the tariff reduction 
program a year ahead of the schedule speci­
fied in the Treaty.5
Beginning in 1959, all member countries 
increased their quotas of imports from other 
member countries by twenty percent, or 
more, each year. By 1961 all quotas in trade 
among member states were abolished. Thus, 
this particular barrier to trade was com-
5European Community Inform ation Service, B ulle­
tin  from  the European Com m unity, (W ashington, 
D.C.), No. 50, p. 1.
TABLE I





miles) — 449 94 3,600 8,600
Population (millions) .. 169 52 177 209
Work force (m illions) ... 
Steel production, 19 5 8
73 24 69 89
(mill, m etric tons) ... 
P er capita steel con­
sumption, 1958 (kilo-
58 20 77 55
gram s) .......................
G rain  production, 1958
283 358 436 262
(mill, m etric tons) . 
Milk production, 1958
51 8 186 139
(mill, m etric tons) _
Auto production, 1958 
(thousands)
57 12 57 58
Cars _______________ 2,615 1,052 4,242 122
Commercial vehicles .. 
Exports, 1959 (billions
410 313 874 389
of dollars) ..
Imports, 1959 (billions
17.1 9.7 16.6 5.4
of dollars) ....... ...... 16.0 11.2 16.6 5.1
Source: European Community Inform ation Service.
pletely removed eight years before the time 
originally envisaged in the Treaty.0
In May, 1960, the first steps to liberalize 
capital flows were taken; the freedom of 
movement of productive factors within the 
Economic Community had begun. Capital 
movements for direct investments, personal 
capital movements, and movements related to 
short or medium-term commercial transac­
tions were unconditionally freed. Capital 
movements related to capital issues, medium 
and long-term loans, and financial credits 
were conditionally freed. The main capital 
movements not yet liberalized are those con­
nected with short-term money movements.* 7
Coming a bit later than the removal of 
restrictions on capital movements was the 
liberalization of labor movements. It was not 
until June, 1961, that the Council of Ministers 
approved the first phase of a program which 
will eventually permit the completely free 
circulation of workers within the six member 
states. Under the new regulations, any coun­
try, having labor needs, will make those needs 
known to the rest of the Community. Workers 
may then enter the country on a work per­
mit. Such workers may take their wives, 
minor children, and other dependents with 
them. After the worker has been in the 
country for one year he may have his permit 
renewed to keep his job. After three years 
he may have his permit renewed to allow him 
to work at another job within the same field. 
After four years, he may work at any job.8
Action has also been taken to harmonize 
the legislative and tax systems of member 
countries. While legislation covering patent 
laws, and providing other protections for 
industrial p r o p e r t y ,  has been carefully 
studied, the greatest amount of attention has 
been focused on the turnover taxes (indirect 
business taxes) of the six countries. Al­
though no formal proposals have been made 
up to this time, this issue will certainly ap­
pear before the members soon.
Agriculture has presented an especially dif-
°Bulletin, No. 41, p. 2.
"Ibid.
8Bulletin , No. 47, p. 4.
8
ficult problem for the Community. As men­
tioned above, all the countries of the Com­
munity have individual agricultural problems 
rather like those of the United States. All of 
the countries support agricultural prices. 
Under the terms of the Treaty, an agricul­
tural support policy for the whole community 
will be substituted for the individual policies 
of the members. Negotiations on this subject 
were started in December, 1961.9
While the above list of accomplishments 
of the Community is far from complete, it 
does reflect the energy and cooperative spirit 
of the member countries. Considering the 
historical hostile relationships which have 
existed among the nation members of the 
Community, perhaps the European Economic 
Community could even be regarded as a bit 
of a miracle. Nevertheless, it appears at the 
moment, that the Community is, and will re­
main, a going concern.
Unfortunately, it is too early for us to 
make a definitive evaluation of the overall 
effect of the Common Market on the economy 
of Western Europe. We can, however, point 
to certain features of the Western European 
economy which appear to reflect the impact 
of integration. In Table II, trade changes 
from 1958 to 1959 are shown for the six Com­
munity countries.
These are impressive figures. Certainly,
*Bulletin , No. 50, p. 2.
it would not be rash to conclude that trade 
increases within the Community are a result 
of the significant reduction of trade barriers.
While, at the moment, we cannot positively 
state that the economic growth of Western 
Europe is a direct result of the Common 
Market, we can show that trade liberaliza­
tion (tariff reductions and quota increases) 
has not had serious adverse effects on growth. 
Table III shows increases in gross national 
product and industrial production for the 
Community as a whole from 1959 to 1961. In 
addition to the substantial increases in out­
put, the level of employment has also in­
creased.
In 1961, for instance, the level of employ­
ment increased by 900,000, or 1.3 percent. 
Virtually all members of the Community 
shared in the employment increase. Further, 
the European Community Information Ser­
vice estimates that in 1961 alone, total pur­
chasing power within the Community in­
creased from three to six percent as a result 
of higher wages.10
If it is too early, then, to label the Common 
Market as an unqualified success, we can con­
clude, at least, that it has tremendous po­
tential. More important is the conviction, 
currently held by members of the Common 
Market, and the Western World in general, 
that the European Economic Community is 
the basis of a strong and unified Europe,
'"Bulletin, No. 47, p. 4.
TABLE II
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN TRADE WITHIN 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
1958 - 1959
Importing* Countries





Germany .. +  13.2 +20.8 +  15.5 +  4.3 +  13.1
France ... +37.6 +66.8 +38.0 +  18.5 +35.6
Italy ___ +28.5 +34.7 +  11.0 +  19.0 +27.2
Netherlands ... +25.1 +24.6 +  11.0 +  10.2 +  18.6
Belgium Luxembourg . +26.1 — 10.5 +20.9 +  11.7 +  10.8
Community .......... +29.7 +  11.0 +30.0 +  15.2 +  10.5 +  19.0
Table based on the im port statistics of the member countries. 
Source: Statistical Office of the European Economic Community.
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGE INCREASES IN GROSS 
NATIONAL PRODUCT AND INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCTION, EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY, 1959 - 1961
Gross National Industrial 
Year Product Production
1959 _iL....................  5.0 7.0
1960 _________   7.0 12.2
1961 _..........................   5.0 7.0
Source: European Community Inform ation Service.
capable of withstanding any form of Com­
munist aggression. It is necessary, how­
ever, to point out that European economic in­
tegration does not come entirely as a blessing 
to the United States. The problems presented 
by competition from the European Economic 
Community are real and serious. We are con­
fronted by both a threat and a challenge to 
our own economic security.
United States Trade Policy
The common market concept is not neces­
sarily based on the ideals of free trade. It 
is merely a definition of an area within which 
internal trade restrictions are eliminated. 
External trade restrictions are maintained 
and may, indeed, be more restrictive as the 
result of the establishment of the larger trade 
area. Even in a case such as the European 
Common Market, where there is a declared 
intent to reduce the barriers to external 
trade, the volume of external trade may de­
crease. This may come about in two ways.
First, as a result of the larger, unrestricted 
market area, a better allocation of resources 
will bring about significant cost reductions in 
domestic industries. Thus, tariffs against im­
ports are more effective. Unless the tariffs 
against externally produced goods are re­
duced by an amount as great as costs have 
been reduced, foreign producers will be un­
able to compete in the domestic market.
Second, the larger market area allows a 
greater amount of consumer substitution. 
Consumers within the market area find that 
many goods, formerly available only from 
foreign producers, are available in the do­
mestic market. The increased demand aris- 
ing from the expanded market area makes it 
possible for domestic producers to manufac­
ture goods which were unprofitable pre­
viously.
The United States, then, is in danger of 
losing a good portion of its traditional Euro­
pean market as a result of competition from 
within the European Community. In addi­
tion, many U. S. businesses, fearing the loss 
of markets, have been investing heavily in 
Europe, thus contributing significantly to our 
current balance of payments problem.
On a broader scale, cost reductions resulting 
from the Common Market have made it 
possible for European industries to compete 
in other parts of the world. Not only are 
U. S. trade relationships in jeopardy, but so 
are those of Japan and other underdeveloped 
countries. This situation could easily force 
those underdeveloped countries which have 
been traditionally anti-Communist into trade 
agreements with the Soviet Union or Red 
China. Both of these Communist nations 
have been waging a trade offensive, the chief 
means of infiltration, against the Western 
World.
It was, undoubtedly, with these facts in 
mind that President Kennedy formulated his 
recent trade message to Congress.11 The 
President’s proposal calls for United States 
leadership in liberalizing world trade. While 
there may be a basis for honest disagree­
ment over specific points in his program, 
there is little room for argument about his 
general approach to these most serious prob­
lems. Without assuming a position of leader­
ship, it may well be impossible for the United 
States to prevent Communist aggression, or j 
to realize its own growth potential.
11 New Y ork Tim es, January  26, 1962, p. 10c.
10
Statistical Supplement to the Montana Almanac
The statistical supplement to the 1959-1960 Montana Almanac, announced 
in last month’s Montana Business Review, is now available from the Mon­
tana State University Press. The supplement contains 110 pages of sta­
tistics, bringing up to date the tables in the Almanac. 1960 Census data 
are included.
The supplement, together with a copy of the Almanac, is available from 
the University Press for $2.00. The order blank below is for the conven­
ience of readers who may wish to order this valuable Montana reference.
University Press 
Montana State University 
Missoula, Montana
Please send me a copy of the Montana Almanac and the 1962-63 Statis­
tical Supplement. I enclose $2.00.
Name
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Changes in the Make-up and Distribution of 
Montana's Labor Force, 1950-1960
MAXINE C. JOHNSON 
Assistant Director 
B ureau of Business and Economic Research 
School of Business Administration 
M ontana State University, Missoula
For those interested in economic develop­
ment and change at the state and local 
levels, the decennial Census of Population is 
a valuable source of information. In past 
months, Montana Business Review articles 
have discussed county population changes, 
shifts in the age composition of Montana’s 
residents, and income in Montana counties. 
All these reports were based upon Census 
data; in most cases no other reliable figures 
are available for states and their subdivisions.
The Census of Population also provides 
data on labor force. Estimates of nonagricul- 
tural wage and salary workers in the state 
and wage and salary workers covered by un­
employment insurance in the various Mon­
tana counties are available from the Unem­
ployment Compensation Commission on an 
annual basis. Only the Census, however, pro­
vides data on total labor force—that is, all 
persons with jobs (including the self-em­
ployed) and all unemployed persons avail­
able for and seeking work. Such figures, 
when available by industry, tell us a great 
deal about an area’s economy and, when 
comparisons with earlier years are possible, 
about its economic growth and changes in 
its industrial make-up.
In April 1960, 254,401 persons were mem­
bers of Montana’s labor force. Ten years 
earlier the 1950 Census had reported a total 
labor force of 232,151 (Table 1). The growth 
over the decade amounted to a respectable 
9.6 percent, but it was due entirely to a 
large increase in the number of women in 
the labor force. Male members of the civilian 
labor force decreased in number, although
an increase in members of the armed forces 
stationed in the state kept the total male 
labor force (civilian plus military) at about 
the same figure as in 1950. The decline in 
male civilian workers is not surprising; be­
tween 1950 and 1960, Montana suffered a net 
migration loss of 25,000 persons, mostly in the 
18-to 64-year age groups. These are the age 
groups, of course, from which most of the 
labor force comes, and it can be assumed that 
many of the migrants were male workers.
TABLE 1




Status and Sex 1960 1950 Change
Population, total ............ .. 674,767 591,024 14.2
Labor force, to ta l_____ .. 254,401 232,151 9.6
Armed forces .............. 6,328 2,008 215.1
Civilian labor force ... .. 248,073 230,143 7.8
Employed1 ................ ... 231,270 218,460 5.9
Unemployed ............ 16,803 11,683 43.8
Labor force, m ale ........ .... 181,021 181,240 - 0 . 1
Armed fo rces ................ 6,303 1,955 222.4
Civilian labor fo rc e ........ 174,718 179,285 —2.5
E m ployed ......... . .. 163,207 169,835 —3.9
Unemployed ............ .... 11,511 9,450 21.8
Labor force, female ... 73,380 50,911 44.1
Arm ed forces ........ 25 53 —52.8
Civilian labor force _ .... 72,355 50,858 44.2
E m ployed .................. .... 68,063 48,625 40.0
U n em p lo y ed ______ 5,292 2,233 137.0
Tn other tables, the Census B ureau reports the em­
ployed labor force in 1950 as num bering 218,180. <
Source: U. S. D epartm ent of Commerce, Bureau of 
the Census, U. S. Census o f Population: 1960, Gen­
eral Social and Economic Characteristics, Montana.
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As Dr. Gordon Browder pointed out in a 
recent Montana Business Review article, the 
loss of persons in the labor force age groups 
plus the rapid growth in population under 18 
and over 64 years of age means that the 
ratio of economically-dependent persons to 
those in the productive age groups has in­
creased sharply over the past decade.1 This 
predicament is a basic cause of Montana’s 
present problems; it means that the de­
clining proportion of the state’s population in 
the working age groups must provide eco­
nomic support for a growing segment of the 
population and, in addition, provide increased 
educational and welfare services for children 
and older people.
Of the 254,400 persons in the Montana labor 
force in April 1960, 231,270 were employed 
and 16,800 reported that they were out of 
work. Some of the unemployment was sea­
sonal, some was technological (particularly 
in the Butte area), and a large part was 
cyclical—a result of the 1960 recession.
Among employed persons in Montana, an 
increasingly large number are wage and 
salary workers (Table 2). Their proportion 
of total employment increased from 71 to 78 
percent over the decade. The number of self- 
employed persons, on the other hand, dropped 
sharply, reflecting the large-scale exodus 
from farming and ranching and the lack of 
any significant growth in the total number of 
self-employed in nonagricultural businesses, 
trades, and professions.
*W. Gordon Browder, “Increases in M ontana’s De­
pendent Population,” Montana Business Review, 
August 1961.
TABLE 2
CHANGES IN MONTANA’S EMPLOYED 
LABOR FORCE, BY CLASS OF WORKER, 
1950 to 1960
Number Employed
Class of Worker 1960 1950
Percent
Change
Total employed labor force 231,270 218,180 6.0
Wage and salary workers 179,485 154,592 16.1
Private1 ______________ 145,491 129,292 12.5
A g r ic u ltu ra l_______ 11,884 14,141 —16.0
Nonagricultural .......... 133,607 115,151 16.0
Government2 .................... 33,994 25,300 34.4
Self-employed workers8_ 48,417 57,186 — 15.3
Agricultural ..... .............. 25,506 34,325 —25.7
N o n ag ricu ltu ra l_______ 22,911 22,861 0.2
Unpaid family workers4 .._ 3,368 6,402 — 47.4
Agricultural .................... 1,834 5,337 -6 5 .6
Nonagricultural .............. 1,534 1,065 44.0
P erso n s who worked for a private employer for 
wages, salary, commission, tips, pay-in-kind, or at 
piece rates.
2Persons who worked for any governmental unit 
(federal, state, local, or international), regardless 
of the activity which the particular agency carried 
on.
*Persons who worked for profit or fees in their own 
business, profession, or trade, or who operated a 
farm. Persons paid to manage businesses owned by 
other persons or by corporations are classified as 
private wage and salary workers.
‘Persons who worked without pay in a business 
or on a farm  operated by a m ember of the house­
hold to whom they were related by blood or m ar­
riage.
Source: U. S. Departm ent of Commerce, Bureau of 
the Census, U. S. Census of Population: 1960, Gen­
eral Social and Economic Characteristics, Montana.
(Continued on page 6)
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Lnadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Um
January  ......... 109.3 115.9 120.0 140.8 92.6 94.2 102.7 104.3 75.2 75.6 86
February ... 107.9 115.6 121.8 144.5 92.6 94.1 95.9 101.0 68.3 69.3 82
March . -  108.7 116.2 114.5 140.7 90.7 92.1 97.3 102.2 67.3 67.3 8£
April ... 111.1 115.0 114.5 137.1 90.7 90.4 98.6 104.3 68.3 67.5 104
May ............... 114.7 114.2 129.1 133.8 92.6 94.4 100.0 101.8 66.3 65.8 l i t
June ............... 120.5 115.8 145.4 130.8 94.4 93.0 104.1 106.6 70.3 67.7 146
Ju ly  . ... 122.1 116.3 147.3 130.2 98.1 93.7 106.8 107.8 70.3 71.4 16S
August ......... .... 123.1 115.9 150.9 129.4 100.0 95.0 105.5 102.3 70.3 71.4 192
Septem ber . 121.7 115.8 147.3 126.6 100.0 99.1 106.8 105.2 69.3 70.6 17C
October ........ ... 119.6 116.4 143.6 131.4 100.0 99.9 120.5 103.5 68.3 69.3 172
November __ 116.6 115.7 136.4 130.8 100.0 102.0 112.3 108.5 67.3 69.0 174
December .. 114.4 115.8 127.3 131.6 98.1 102.0 109.6 108.9 67.3 66.3 126
1962 
January  ......... ... 110.2* 116.9** 121.8** 143.0** 92.6** 94.2** 102.7** 104.3** 68.3** 68.6** ioe






A dj. U nadj. Adj.
Copper • 
P roduction3 






U nadj. Adj. Una
January  ...... 119.8 129.9 138.3 149.5 177.6 178.3 20.0 22.2 335.5 335.8 22C
February ...... 110.5 126.6 124.3 135.8 182.3 189.3 17.3 16.1 334.7 333.7 187
March . 108.7 130.5 133.8 148.8 171.7 171.2 15.1 15.3 327.4 327.4 196
April . ... 100.5 113.8 127.8 132.2 176.1 169.3 15.6 11.8 330.6 332.7 188
May ................... 100.7 109.4 130.2 128.0 168.7 172.0 14.4 12.2 337.1 338.1 191
June - 109.7 112.0 141.3 134.8 185.2 187.4 17.3 15.6 332.7 325.5 19S
Ju ly  ..... 123.4 127.7 142.0 134.7 195.2 211.2 17.2 21.8 343.1 341.0 190
August ........... 122.6 111.6 139.4 135.9 188.6 204.3 20.2 24.4 350.0 355.0 199
Septem ber . 126.4 109.2 141.5 132.9 180.8 185.0 35.2 53.0 347.9 349.6 201
October ........ .... 157.4 124.2 144.1 140.3 186.4 173.7 35.7 43.8 349.6 352.1 222
November .. 142.1 125.8 136.2 129.5 169.9 156.0 24.8 20.5 352.4 354.9 220
December . 128.4 131.0 135.2 138.1 172.4 170.7 24.1 21.5 345.5 345.5 202
1962 












’Computed from estimates of Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Estimates include all full- 
month. 1961 figures revised.
“Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Number of work applicants a t end of month. 
“Computed from  kilow att hour sales of Montana Power Company, M ontana-Dakota Utilities Company, Pacific ’ 
users for consumption w ithin Montana, reduced to hourly average kilow att hours per month.
‘Computed from reports of Board of Railroad Commissioners of the S tate of M ontana, comprising total carloai 
“Computed from reports of U. S. Bureau of Mines. Daily average.
“Computed from reports of Oil and  Gas Conservation Commission of Montana. Daily average.
'Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on data from banks in 16 Montana comn 
“Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Nonfarm mortgage recordings of $20,000 or less.
“Computed from reports of Federal Reserve B ank of Minneapolis, based on dollar sales of 80 to 89 departm ent ai 

















8 80.4 83.6 104.2 111.3 145.1 147.3 22,670 14,924 201.0 196.5 January
2 80.0 83.5 103.3 111.3 144.0 146.3 23,445 14,287 206.1 193.0 ... ... February
9 80.0 83.8 105.0 111.9 145.1 146.7 21,798 14,360 197.9 194.0 ... . March
2 80.9 83.5 108.3 111.1 145.5 145.2 19,073 15,570 202.6 194.1 _____ April
6 83.6 83.5 110.3 110.3 150.7 147.9 15,368 17,424 209.1 199.5 . May
3 85.9 83.9 113.6 110.3 154.8 149.0 15,619 19,427 216.5 210.2 .... ....... June
7 87.7 83.8 113.9 109.9 150.7 151.6 11,725 17,901 212.3 223.7 July
2 88.2 84.3 116.7 112.6 150.7 151.2 9,759 19,286 210.0 216.0 ... ____ August
4 88.2 84.8 114.7 108.5 154.1 153.5 9,996 20,235 197.9 201.9 ... ..... September
7 85.0 82.6 113.0 107.8 149.2 147.4 10,866 19,130 205.6 218.7 ... ____  October
6 82.7 81.5 109.7 107.5 147.4 148.6 14,059 15,638 214.7 227.4 ... __ November
1 80.4 81.4 109.7 106.7 147.8 149.9 16,568 13,625 220.7 224.3 .. December
1962
3** 79.1** 82.2** 103.6** 110.7** 145.9** 148.1** 20,916 13,770 221.1 216.1 ____ January
1* 78.6* 82.0* 103.3* 111.3* 146.3* 148.7* 20,627 12,570 224.1 209.8 ..... February
Nonfarm Mortgage Recordings (Unadj.)*
Savings Insur- Agricultural
& Loan ance Comm. Dept. Store Prices1"
Total Assocs. Cos. Banks Others Sales" Livestock Crops
($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Unadj.
19(
8 6,052 1,680 865 1,871 1,636 75.0 119.8 91.0 84.0 .... ........ January
2 4,531 1,588 334 1,467 1,142 77.9 121.2 93.0 78.0 — ......  February
5 7,450 2,529 511 2,608 1,802 97.2 121.2 95.0 78.0 - - ______ March
1 6,450 2,367 605 2,285 1,193 110.6 115.9 96.0 78.0 .... ..............  April
8 7,510 2,811 461 2,428 1,810 111.2 113.9 92.0 79.0 —-_________ ________ May
8 7,601 2,511 353 2,896 1,841 112.9 123.8 89.0 80.0 - - ____ June
1 6,375 2,209 401 2,522 1,243 104.4 113.2 87.0 81.0 .... . July
2 8,000 2,913 512 2,967 1,608 123.6 108.9 94.0 83.0 .... .. August
3 5,856 1,864 488 2,638 866 131.5 122.0 96.0 85.0 _ __September
1 6,200 2,251 265 2,420 1,264 117.5 105.3 96.0 86.0 ......... October
p 6,819 1,989 346 2,902 1,582 129.1** 108.9*:;: 89.0 87.0 . November
I 5,593 1,629 437 2,106 1,421 203.0 122.1 90.0 87.0 .... _ _____ ....  December
1962
b 66.7 106.5 94.0 88.0 .... .. January
b 70.1 109.0 95.0 88.0 .... . February
[time wage and salary workers who worked or received pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the
Light Company, Bonneville Power Administration, and the Bureau of Reclamation to commercial and industrial
eight loaded at Montana points. Daily average.
Daily average.
Adjusted for seasonal variation: This means th a t in tra-annual repeti­
tive fluctuations in  the business indicators occasioned by the effects of 
climate, custom and convention have been allowed for statistically.
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stores in Montana. Daily average.
(Continued from page 3)
Table 3, comparing employed labor force 
in the various industry groups in 1960 and 
1950, should contain few surprises. Obvi­
ously, substantial shifts in employment 
among the state’s industries have been under­
way. Annual estimates of nonagricultural 
employment have reflected the steady decline 
in transportation (chiefly railroad) employ­
ment and the drop in mining employment 
since 1956; the decrease in agricultural em­
ployment over the decade also has been well
documented. Nevertheless the combined loss 
of some 20,400 jobs in those three industry 
groups (14,500 in agriculture alone) is shock­
ing, amounting as it does to almost 9 percent 
of the total 1950 labor force. Two of the in­
dustries (mining and transportation) are high 
wage industries; all three employ primarily 
male workers. While the state’s economy did 
manage to. pro vide jobs in other industries to 
offset these losses, most of the new jobs oc­
curred in lower-paying industry groups and 
many of them were filled by women.
The service industries—personal, business,
TABLE 3
CHANGES IN MONTANA’S EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE, BY INDUSTRY GROUP, 1950 to 1960
Number Employed
Percent
Industry Group 1960 1950 Change
Total employed
labor force1 .................... 231,270 218,180 6.0
A griculture ................... -...... 39,479 54,029 —26.9
Forestry and fisheries ... 1,365 884 54.4
Mining .................................. 6,782 9,301 —27.1
Construction ........................ 14,911 14,772 0.9
M anufacturing, total ___ 23,439 18,681 25.5
Lum ber and wood pro-
ducts, fu rn iture ....... .. 6,813 4,711 44.6
Prim ary m etal industries 4,891 5,553 — 11.9
O ther durable g o o d s..... 2,343 1,620 44.6
Food and kindred
products ____________ 4,243 3,493 21.5
Printing, publishing and
allied products ______ 2,709 1,893 43.1
Other nondurable goods 2,440 1,411 72.9
Transportation, t o ta l ......... 13,990 17,308 — 19.2
Railroad and railw ay ex-
press .............................. 9,359 13,335 —29.8
Trucking s e r v i c e  and
warehousing ....... 3,194 2,340 36.5
Other transportation ... 1,437 1,631 — 11.9
C om m unications.... ........... 3,606 2,254 60.0
Utilities and sanitary
service _______________ 3,417 3,205 6.6
Num ber Employed
Industry Group 1960 1950
Percent
Change
Trade, total ........— ............ 47,094 41,414 13.7
Wholesale trade .............. 7,465 6,195 20.5
R etail t r a d e ___ _______ 39,629 35,219 12.5
Food and dairy  pro-
ducts stores ..........— 5,869 5,586 5.1
Eating and drinking
places ........................ 9,768 9,810 -0 .4
O ther retail t r a d e ....... 23,992 19,823 21.0
Finance, insurance and
real estate ........................ 8,035 5,006 60.5
Services, t o t a l ...................... 51,451 37,593 36.9
Business se rv ic e s______ 1,230 662 85.8
Repair services ...—........ 3,507 5,187 —32.4
P rivate households ....... 5,871 3,005 95.4
O ther personal services 7,886 7,378 6.9
Entertainm ent and rec-
reation .......................... 1,851 1,697 9.1
Educational services .... 14,869 9,550 55.7
Welfare, religious and 
non-profit m e m b e r -
ship organizations ...... 3,220 2,106 52.9
H o s p ita ls _____________ 6,899 4,329 59.4
O ther professional and
and related services .... 6,118 3,679 66.3
Public administration* ..... 12,590 10,101 24.6
Industry not re p o rte d ....... 5,111 3,634 40.6
in c lu d es wage and salary workers, self-employed persons and unpaid family workers.
■Includes only those government employees engaged in activities which are uniquely governmental functions, 
such as legislative and judicial activities and most of the activities in executive agencies. Employees of gov­
ernm ent agencies engaged in educational services and in activities commonly carried on also by private 
enterprises are classified in the  appropriate industrial category. Table 2 gives the total num ber of govern­
m ent employees.
Source: U. S. D epartm ent of Commerce, B ureau of the Census, U. S. Census o f Population: I960, General 
Social and Economic Characteristics, Montana.
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and professional—added almost 14,000 new 
jobs over the decade, a reflection of the in­
creased demand for most types of services. 
Other industry groups providing substantial 
new employment were trade (although its 
percentage growth was small), finance, in­
surance, and real estate, and manufacturing. 
The manufacturing industries, of course, are 
an exception to the “low-pay” generalization 
which applies to the other industry groups. 
Although the manufacturing group ended the 
decade with 25 percent (4,758) more jobs than 
in 1950, its peak employment was reached in 
1956 and its number of employees has since 
declined.
In classifying workers by industry group, 
the Census Bureau includes government em­
ployees in the appropriate industrial cate­
gory. For example, employees of govern­
ment agencies engaged in educational or 
medical services are classified under services. 
“Public administration” includes only those 
government employees who are concerned 
with purely governmental functions, such as 
legislative and judicial activities; it includes 
about 37 percent of all government employees 
in Montana. Comparison of public adminis­
tration employment in 1950 and 1960 under­
states the rate of growth in all government 
employment, which, as indicated in Table 
2, amounted to over 34 percent (8,694 em­
ployees) and accounted for two-thirds of the 
growth of total employment in the state.
Geographically, most of the growth in total 
employment was concentrated in three of 
Montana’s largest counties — Yellowstone, 
Cascade, and Missoula. The employed labor 
force in Yellowstone County increased by al­
most 8,100, or 38 percent, over the decade; in 
Cascade, by 4,440 or 22 percent; and in Mis­
soula by 3,187, or 25 percent. Combined em­
ployment in these three counties amounted 
to 30 percent of the state total in 1960. The 
major cities in these counties—Billings, Great 
Falls, and Missoula—are growing trade, ser­
vice and finance centers. All three have a 
large amount of government employment, 
which keeps increasing, and Billings and Mis­
soula experienced considerable expansion in
their manufacturing industries. Fifteen other 
counties reported gains in total employment; 
in general, they were the counties which also 
enjoyed the largest population gains over the 
decade, and the highest median family in­
comes in I960.2
Two-thirds of Montana’s counties either 
had fewer persons at work in 1960 than in 
1950 or experienced no significant change. 
Most of these, of course, were agricultural 
counties. However, two of the larger, pre­
dominantly nonagricultural counties were 
included in this group. Silver Bow County, 
where the employed labor force declined 17 
percent (as opposed to a 4 percent decline 
in population) and Flathead County, where 
only a negligible increase in total employ­
ment occurred. Table 4 gives figures for all 
fifty-six counties.
Summary
The most significant developments in Mon­
tana’s labor force over the past decade appear 
to have been (1) a loss in the number of male 
civilian workers and an increase in the num­
ber of women members of the labor force (2) 
a decreasing proportion of total population in 
the labor force (3) a decline in the number of 
self-employed persons, the result of fewer 
farm and ranch operators (4) a shift in em­
ployment from agriculture, mining and trans­
portation to other industry groups and (5) a 
rate of growth in government employment 
which exceeded the rate of expansion in the 
private economy. The significance of these 
events will be more apparent when compari­
sons can be made with regional or national 
labor force developments. Such comparisons 
should provide us with further answers as to 
Montana’s lag in income growth over the past 
decade, and particularly since 1955. Incomes 
earned by the employed labor force—that is, 
wages and salaries and proprietors’ income— 
are the major sources of personal income. As
•'Maxine C. Johnson, “Population Changes Within 
Montana, 1950-60,” Montana Business Review, 
January  1961 and “The Distribution of Family In­
come in Montana,” Montana Business Review, 
December 1961.
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a result, among the determinants of regional 
differences in per capita personal income are 
such factors as the proportion of total popula­
tion in the employed labor force and the 
average earnings in various industries plus 
their relative importance in the area’s econ­
omy. It is a safe guess that in 1960 the pro­
portion of Montana’s population in the labor
force was smaller than in the United States 
and that a larger proportion of the state’s 
employed workers was in traditionally low- 
paying industries. When national data be­
came available, a future Montana Business 
Review article will discuss these differences 
and the changing relationships which oc­
curred over the decade.
TABLE 4
CHANGES IN MONTANA’S EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE, BY COUNTY, 1950 to 1960
Number Employed Number Employed
County 1960 1950
Percent
Change County 1960 1950
Percent
Change
The State .. .. 231,270 218,460
21,402





Yellowstone ....... 29,470 37.7 Phillips ... 0.3
Cascade ...................... 24,184 19,742 22.5 Powell ........................... — 2,268 2,214 2.4
M issou la________ _ 15,788 12,601 25.3 Rosebud .. 2,118 2,214 —4.3
Silver Bow „ ____  15,399 18,632 — 17.4 Madison ........... ................. ... 2,072 2,381 — 13.0
Lewis and Clark ... 11,746 10,537 11.5 Sheridan ........................... ... 2,063 2,310 — 10.7
Flathead .............. 10,373 10,313
7,993





Gallatin . .........  9,365 17.2 Musselshell ........... -14 .3









Deer Lodge ......... 6,040 3.0 Daniels —8.3
Valley .. 4,971 19.2 Jefferson ..... ..................... 1*251 — 5.5
Fergus ... 4,938 5,578
4,673






P ark  .... 4,813 3.0 McCone . — 10.4
Custer .... 4,502 5,008 -10 .1 W heatland ..... ................ 1,159 -8 .2
Dawson ....... 4,153 3,412 21.7 G ra n ite .......... .............. ..... 1,118 1,175 -4 .8
Ravalli ........................ 4,135 4,760 -13 .1 Judith  Basin 1,066 1,176 — 9.4
Lake _____________ 4,003 4,504 — 11.1 M ineral .... ........................ 991 728 36.1
Lincoln . 3,625 2,713
3,230
33.6 Meagher 979 836 17.1
Roosevelt ..... .............. 3,461 7.2 Carter ........ ........................ 978 1,064 -8 .1
Richland ........ 3,321 3,580 — 7.2 Broadwater ....................... 969 1,172 — 17.3
Glacier ..... ..... ............ 3,262 3,088 5.6 Powder River ... 913 1,160 —21.3
Big H o rn ...... 2,941 3,122
3,482
2,802
—5.8 Liberty .. 878 884 — 0.7
Carbon .. 2,940 — 15.6 Prairie 873 831 5.0
Beaverhead ................ 2,906 3.7 Garfield .. 782 878 — 10.9
T o o le ..... 2,689 2,884 -6 .8 W ibaux ............. ............ 600 682 — 12.0
T eto n ...... 2,669 2,780
2,279
—4.0 Treasure 422 517 — 18.4
Pondera ....... .........  2,614 14.7 Golden Valley ........ ......... 388 533 -27 .2
Blaine ........ . 2,576 2,897 -11 .1 Petroleum 367 467 —21.4
Chouteau .................. .. 2,570 2,751 —6.6 Yellowstone Park  (part) 19 29 —34.5
Source: U. S. Departm ent of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census oj Population: 1960, General 
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In all seasons, but particularly at this time 
of year, Montana people think of the out-of- 
doors. Fish are spawning in the rivers and 
lakes and the general fishing season is under­
way. The opening of the travel season is 
also at hand; business firms which look to 
the vacationer for all or part of their revenue 
are wondering what the 1962 season will 
bring. This, then, is an ideal time to consider 
the subject of outdoor recreation, particu­
larly as it pertains to the vacationer.
Basic Questions Concerning 
Outdoor Recreation in Montana
The discussion of outdoor recreation and 
vacation travel is really a consideration of a 
particular use of the physical State of Mon­
tana as a productive resource and of the in­
dustry which has developed around this use. 
Prior to such a discussion, however, a few 
words of caution are necessary. We know 
very little about the use of this resource for 
travel and recreation. Many of the fre­
quently-quoted statistics are primarily esti­
mates derived from a variety of sources and 
in a manner which gives both overlapping 
and incomplete coverage. We have no sta­
tistical information at all concerning some 
aspects of outdoor recreation. Thus until 
more adequate research can be completed it 
is extremely difficult to make precise state­
ments about the subject. Nevertheless cer­
tain basic questions about the use and devel­
opment of Montana’s outdoor recreation re­
sources should be considered at this time. Let 
us turn to them, in an effort to determine 
what we know, and what we need to know, 
about outdoor recreation in Montana.
1. To what extent is Montana used as an 
outdoor recreation resource, particu­
larly by vacationers?
2. Is this a productive use of the resource?
3. What are the problems associated with 
this use?
4. Should this use be expanded?
5. What action is needed now?
Extent of Use?
The first question is the extent to which 
Montana is used as an outdoor recreation re­
source, particularly by vacationers. It can­
not be answered precisely. Individuals 
closely associated with the travel industry 
estimate that this segment of outdoor recrea­
tion alone has produced gross revenues in re­
cent years of approximately $97 million an­
nually. In 1958 Professors Peters and Wright, 
in a comprehensive survey of tourist travel 
in Montana, estimated expenditures of up to 
$69 million from vacationers traveling by 
automobile within the state.1 Other statistics 
can be cited to indicate extensive use of par­
ticular kinds of travel facilities, as measured 
in terms of dollars and cents.
Certainly the travel industry alone is big 
business in Montana. Tourist expenditures of 
almost $100 million are obviously important 
to the many resorts, restaurants, hotels and 
motels, service stations, and other businesses *
in c lu d es expenditures by all persons (including 
M ontanans) spending a t least one night away from 
home on a non-business purpose. Peters, William 
S. and John S. Wright, Tourist Travel and Expendi­
tures in  Montana, prepared for the Montana High­
way Commission in cooperation w ith the U. S. De­
partm ent of Commerce, B ureau of Public Roads 
(M ontana State University: 1958).
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which share this revenue. When the scope 
'is expanded to outdoor recreation there seems 
little question that physical Montana is used 
rather extensively as a resource for this pur­
pose. It is also clear that this use serves not 
only residents, but non-residents as well.
A Productive Use?
The next question is whether or not out­
door recreation is a productive use of the 
physical environment within the state. This 
question presupposes conflicts among dif­
ferent uses—particularly among recreation, 
lumber, agriculture and mining—and seeks 
to determine which uses should be developed.
Once it was felt that land should be de­
voted exclusively to one use, and while it is 
true that today certain portions of the phys­
ical environment are used exclusively for 
one purpose, the concept of multiple use of 
land has grown increasingly in recent years. 
Under this concept, recognition is given to the 
fact that most areas are capable of several 
uses, some of which can occur at the same 
time. Many national forests, for example, 
are used simultaneously for recreation, log­
ging and grazing. However, as yet we have 
no complete set of analytical tools that will 
indicate precisely the relative amounts of 
resource uses which will be the most produc­
tive in total. Research in the next decade 
should greatly increase the precision of the 
analytical methods now being used; until 
that time we must reason with the logic we 
have available.
The recent report of the Outdoor Recrea­
tion Resources Review Commission2 indi­
cated that the simple activities such as driv­
ing and walking for pleasure, swimming, and 
picnicking are the most popular forms of 
outdoor recreation. In most localities these 
activities create little interference with other 
uses. It therefore seems logical that they are 
relatively productive uses. Other outdoor 
activities such as camping, hunting and fish­
ing may conflict more with other non-recre- 
ational uses. In the case of private lands de­
voted to outdoor recreation and travel, the 
economic returns in a relatively competitive 
market seem to give a fair measure of the 
productivity of this use. In the case of public 
lands, where a competitive market does not 
control their use, intangible values and needs 
of the general public seem to weigh heavily. 
Where multiple use is determined by non­
competitive means, such as on public lands, 
more precise analytical tools must be devel­
oped as rapidly as possible.
Problems Associated with 
Outdoor Recreation Development
One cannot safely ignore the problems as­
sociated with the travel and outdoor recrea­
tion industry. Failure to recognize and to 
solve the difficulties involved in the indus­
try’s development can lead to unwise or un-
"Outdoor Recreation for America , A Report to the 
President and to the Congress by the Outdoor 
Recreation Resources Review Commission (Wash­
ington, D. C.: January  1962).
(Continued on page 6)
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MONTANA 3  I 
<194*1
Statewide N onagricu ltu ral Em ploym ent1
Total
L um ber & 
Tim ber Prod.
P rim ary  M etals 
Sc O ther 
D urable Goods 
Mfg.
N ondurable




u n ad j. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. U nadj. Adj.
February ... 107.9 115.6 121.8 144.5 92.6 94.1 95.9 101.0 68.3 69.3 83.
March . -  108.7 116.2 114.5 140.7 90.7 92.1 97.3 102.2 67.3 67.3 89.
April . 111.1 115.0 114.5 137.1 90.7 90.4 98.6 104.3 68.3 67.5 104.!
May ___ 114.7 114.2 129.1 133.8 92.6 94.4 100.0 101.8 66.3 65.8 119.1
June .. 120.5 115.8 145.4 130.8 94.4 93.0 104.1 106.6 70.3 67.7 146.1
Ju ly  . _  122.1 116.3 147.3 130.2 98.1 93.7 106.8 107.8 70.3 71.4 169.
August .. _  123.1 115.9 150.9 129.4 100.0 95.0 105.5 102.3 70.3 71.4 192.
Septem ber .. ... 121.7 115.8 147.3 126.6 100.0 99.1 106.8 105.2 69.3 70.6 170. |
October ....... .... 119.6 116.4 143.6 131.4 100.0 99.9 120.5 103.5 68.3 69.3 172.
November -  116.6 115.7 136.4 130.8 100.0 102.0 112.3 108.5 67.3 69.0 174.
December _ 114.4 115.8 127.3 131.6 98.1 102.0 109.6 108.9 67.3 66.3 126. j
1962 
January  ... ... 110.2 116.9 121.8 143.0 92.6 94.2 102.7 104.3 68.3 68.6 106.
February  ..... 110.1** 118.0** 121.8** 144.5** 92.6** 94.1** 94.5** 99.6* 65.3** 66.2* * 114.





No nag ricu ltu ral 









U nadj. Adj. Unac
February __ ... 110.5 126.6 124.3 135.8 182.3 189.3 17.3 16.1 334.7 333.7 187.
March . 108.7 130.5 133.8 148.8 171.7 171.2 15.1 15.3 327.4 327.4 196.-
April ____ 100.5 113.8 127.8 132.2 176.1 169.3 15.6 11.8 330.6 332.7 188.
May . 100.7 109.4 130.2 128.0 168.7 172.0 14.4 12.2 337.1 338.1 191.
June _ 109.7 112.0 141.3 134.8 185.2 187.4 17.3 15.6 332.7 325.5 199..
J u l y ------ 123.4 127.7 142.0 134.7 195.2 211.2 17.2 21.8 343.1 341.0 i90.f?August ... 122.6 111.6 139.4 135.9 188.6 204.3 20.2 24.4 350.0 355.0 199.1
Septem ber .. 126.4 109.2 141.5 132.9 180.8 185.0 35.2 53.0 347.9 349.6 201 i
October ..... ... 157.4 124.2 144.1 140.3 186.4 173.7 35.7 43.8 349.6 352.1 222.1
November .... 142.1 125.8 136.2 129.5 169.9 156.0 24.8 20.5 352.4 354.9 220.!
December _ 
1962
128.4 131.0 135.2 138.1 172.4 170.7 24.1 21.5 345.5 345.5 2 0 2 . !
January  . 112.3 121.8 132.2 142.9 156.0 156.6 19.7 21.9 341.9 342.2 215.(














’Computed from estimates of Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Estimates include all full- a 
month.
•Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Number of work Applicants a t end of month.
•Computed from kilow att hour sales of M ontana Power Company, M ontana-Dakota Utilities Company, Pacific P  
users for consumption w ithin Montana, reduced to hourly average kilowatt hours per month.
‘Computed from  reports of Board of Railroad Commissioners of the S tate of M ontana, comprising total carloadij 
'Computed from reports of U. S. Bureau of Mines. Daily average.
'Computed from reports of Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of Montana. Daily average.
’Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on data from banks in 16 Montana commii 
“Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Nonfarm mortgage recordings of $20,000 or less.
“Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on dollar sales of 80 to 89 departm ent anc 





Transportation Applicants3 Electric Power
& Utilities Trade Governm ent (N um ber) Consumption8
j. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj.
1961
J2 80.0 83.5 103.3 111.3 144.0 146.3 23,445 14,287 206.1 193.0 __ .....  February
.9 80.0 83.8 105.0 111.9 145.1 146.7 21,798 14,360 197.9 194.0 __ ____ March
.2 80.9 83.5 108.3 111.1 145.5 145.2 19,073 15,570 202.6 194.1 __ _______April
.6 83.6 83.5 110.3 110.3 150.7 147.9 15,368 17,424 209.1 199.5 .. ......... . May
.3 85.9 83.9 113.6 110.3 154.8 149.0 15,619 19,427 216.5 210.2 __ .............  June
.7 87.7 83.8 113.9 109.9 150.7 151.6 11,725 17,901 212.3 223.7 __ ..... ........ July
.2 88.2 84.3 116.7 112.6 150.7 151.2 9,759 19,286 210.0 216.0 __ ____August
.4 88.2 84.8 114.7 108.5 154.1 153.5 9,996 20,235 197.9 201.9 __ ... September
.7 85.0 82.6 113.0 107.8 149.2 147.4 10,866 19,130 205.6 218.7 ..... . October
.6 82.7 81.5 109.7 107.5 147.4 148.6 14,059 15,638 214.7 227.4 __ __November
U 80.4 81.4 109.7 106.7 147.8 149.9 16,568 13,625 220.7 224.3 ..... _ December
1962
.3 79.1 82.2 103.6 110.7 145.9 148.1 20,916 13.770 221.1 216.1 ....... January
.4** 78.6 82.0 103.3 111.3 146.3 148.7 20,627 12,570 224.1 209.8 .....  February
.3* 78.6* 82.3* 104.4* 111.3* 146.6* 148.2* 18,935 12,474 . March
Nonfarm Mortgage Recordings (Unadj.)*
Savings Insur- A gricultural
&  Loan ance Comm. Dept Store Pricesjo
Total Assocs. Cos. Banks Others Sales* Livestock CropsJ. ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Unadj.
19(
.2 4,531 1,588 334 1,467 1,142 77.9 121.2 93.0 78.0 - ....  February
.3 7,450 2,529 511 2,608 1,802 97.2 121.2 95.0 78.0 ... . _____  March8 6,450 2,367 605 2,285 1,193 110.6 115.9 96.0 78.0 . ______ April
.8 7,510 2,811 461 2,428 1,810 111.2 113.9 92.0 79.0 - . __ ... ..........May
.8 7,601 2,511 353 2,896 1,841 112.9 123.8 89.0 80.0 - ..... _______ June
.7 6,375 2,209 401 2,522 1,243 104.4 113.2 87.0 81.0 ..._________________ July
.2 8,000 2,913 512 2,967 1,608 123.6 108.9 94.0 83.0 ... ........  August
.6 5,856 1,864 488 2,638 866 131.5 122.0 96.0 85.0 _ ____________... September
.4 6,200 2,251 265 2,420 1,264 117.5 105.3 96.0 86.0 ___October
.0 6,819 1,989 346 2,902 1,582 129.1 108.9 89.0 87.0 ... .. November
.1 5,593 1,629 437 2,106 1,421 203.0 122.1 90.0 87.0 ... ... December
1962
.9 5,381 1,288 406 2,342 1,345 66.7 106.5 94.0 88.0 ......  January
.3 70.1 109.0 95.0 88.0 .... February
.1 87.5 109.1 102.0 88.0 ... .. March
-time wage and salary workers who worked or received pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of th
d Light Company, Bonneville Power Administration, and the Bureau of Reclamation to commercial and industrial 
freight loaded at Montana points. Daily average.
Daily average.
A djusted for seasonal variation: This m eans th a t in tra-annual repeti­
tive fluctuations in  the business indicators occasioned by the effects of 
climate, custom and convention have been allowed fo r statistically.
tl stores in Montana. Daily average.
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(Continued from page 3)
economic decisions both by public agencies 
and by individuals. In the area of private 
development, over-optimism frequently re­
sults in unsuccessful business ventures.
One problem facing the travel and outdoor 
recreation industry has already become ap­
parent: a definite lack of reliable statistics. 
This arises from a number of causes. There 
are several definitions of a “tourist,” and sta­
tistics collected using one of these definitions 
may not apply when used in another context. 
Reporting sources are scarce; many of the 
reports are merely guesses. A number of 
surveys have been conducted without the 
use of statistical sampling techniques, so 
results of these surveys are open to ques­
tion. It is, of course, extremely difficult to 
assess and plan without adequate informa­
tion; worse still, use of unreliable data leads 
to confusion and misunderstanding.
The problem of estimating needs for the 
future, and the time schedule of these needs, 
is very real. The ORRRC report referred to 
earlier has been a great help nationally, but 
its conclusions have not yet been applied to 
Montana. Estimates of the quality, quan­
tity, and type of facilities needed in the state, 
covering the localities in which the facilities 
will be needed and approximately when they 
should be available, would be invaluable to 
individuals and firms serving tourists, to 
those interested in establishing new facilities 
and to agencies responsible for the develop­
ment of public lands for recreation purposes. 
Such a thorough study is vital to the prepara­
tion of a sound development program, but it 
does not exist today.
A development program based on reliable 
statistics must also consider the problems of 
how the necessary new facilities should be 
provided and how they should be financed. 
Certainly private interests can be expected 
to develop some facilities. However, there are 
problems of compensation and legal liability 
for injury that plague many private land 
owners when they consider opening their 
lands to the public (natives or tourists).
Publicly-owned lands are available for de­
velopment as recreational areas, but these 
are frequently under the administrative con­
trol of a number of different agencies, both 
state and federal, whose policies do not al­
ways agree. In addition, some public lands 
are in checker-board ownership with closed 
private land; this adds to the problem of 
coordinated development.
Once these problems are solved the ques­
tion of financing still remains. Privately 
financed facilities, particularly for outdoor 
recreation, will probably be limited. Devel­
opment from public funds alone does not 
seem to be the answer; the amounts required 
are too large. Charging for the use of public 
facilities, endorsed by a number of groups, 
will also have to be utilized. It seems appar­
ent that both private and public financing, 
coupled with user charges, will be necessary 
to provide and maintain adequate facilities.
The travel and recreation industry is a 
highly seasonal business. Professors Peters 
and Wright in their 1958 study of tourist 
travel in Montana found that approximately 
three-fourths of the tourists came to the state 
in the summer. This tends to create a seasonal 
unemployment problem in a state where some 
chronic unemployment exists at present and 
where seasonal unemployment is already a 
problem. Seasonality also influences decisions 
upon investment in facilities, and, in some 
cases, hampers development. The seasonal 
problem must be recognized in any over-all 
program of expansion, and efforts made to 
reduce its severity. Some obvious steps which 
might be taken include increased emphasis on 
Montana’s fall and winter recreational re­
sources and increased utilization of students 
and others seeking summer employment only.
There is a definite need for management 
aids and practical advice for many of the 
operators who serve tourists and vacationers. 
A considerable number of such individuals 
are having difficulty today in attaining or 
maintaining the management efficiency 
necessary to make a profit in a highly seas­
onal business. Certainly, where an expansion
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program is contemplated, managerial assist­
ance should be given to those already in the 
business; and help should be offered to those 
who are coming in without previous exper­
ience.
Promotion of Montana as a recreational re­
source, particularly for vacationers from out- 
of-state, is also a problem. Many groups, in­
dividuals and agencies are engaged in such 
promotion. At present, there is no over-all 
coordination which would lead to maximum 
effectiveness of the campaign. In addition, 
none of the groups alone has the size of budget 
that will enable it to do a really effective 
job. Certainly there ought to be a well fi­
nanced program designed to promote the 
recreational possibilities of the state in its 
entirety, as well as the individual programs 
promoting particular destinations.
A final problem is one of public attitude 
toward out-of-state vacationers in Montana. 
There are Montanans who would prefer not 
to share our outdoor recreational resources 
with large numbers of visitors. This is a 
decision which the state’s citizens must make. 
If recreation is to be developed as a major 
factor in the economy, the general public 
must be willing to make the vacationers 
welcome on the state’s streams, lakes and 
campgrounds as well as in its commercial 
facilities. This will tend to develop more 
new business and more repeat business, and 
to prolong the stays within the state.
Expanded Use?
There seems little doubt that use of Mon­
tana as a recreational resource will expand. 
The ORRRC report predicts that by 1976 the 
population of the United States will have 
increased 28 percent and that by the year 
2,000 it will have almost doubled. It also 
forecasts a trend toward higher incomes, a 
larger percentage of the population in higher 
income brackets, and a shorter work week 
for most nonagricultural workers. All of these 
factors will tend to put increasing pressure 
on recreational resources. The question is 
not whether Montana desires this expansion,
but how much of this expanded use Mon­
tana will experience and how this income can 
be productively channeled.
In many parts of the United States, espe­
cially near metropolitan areas, new recre­
ational facilities designed for people who 
have the time and money for longer weekends 
at play can be expected. Montana will ex­
perience a very small proportion of this in­
crease. The major expansion in Montana 
probably will occur among visitors taking 
out-of-state vacations. Such travelers will 
continue to be a major source of revenue 
in Montana even if highly conservative esti­
mates are used.
The amount of promotion by the state will 
influence the demand for recreation in Mon­
tana. Promotional efforts will also have a 
bearing on the type of recreation out-of-state 
visitors seek. Careful planning of promo­
tional and developmental efforts can attempt 
to direct the expansion into the geographic 
areas, types of recreation and season in which 
the increase will be of maximum benefit to 
the economy and the industry.
Recommendations
There are a number of recommendations 
which seem definitely warranted under the 
circumstances. These are stated briefly be­
low.
1. It is essential to conduct studies which 
will provide more reliable information about 
outdoor recreation in Montana, so that less 
reliance is placed on questionable estimates 
and guesses. These studies should be con­
cerned with the following questions: a.) How 
much growth can we expect in travel and out­
door recreation in Montana, and what facil­
ities will be needed to accommodate this 
growth? b.) What is the timetable for these 
needs? c.) What are the potential customers 
like and what do they expect in the way of 
recreational facilities? d.) In what geogra­
phic areas and types of recreation does Mon­
tana have the greatest possibility for a suc­
cessful program?
2. A program should be designed based
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upon estimated needs for recreation facilities 
and our ability to finance the program on 
a sound basis. This program should be laid 
out complete with timetable. The public and 
all interested parties should be acquainted 
with the program and urged to support it.
3. A multi-method plan of financing the 
expansion of facilities should be worked out. 
The plan must not rely upon public funds 
alone to finance facility expansion. Methods 
of user financing of public facilities should 
be utilized where it is practical to do so. 
Private developments should be encouraged 
wherever the chances of success seem reason­
ably good.
4. An over-all advertising and promotion 
campaign should be developed for the state. 
Particular emphasis should be placed on pro­
motion of off-season travel. This should be 
a cooperative program in which both the in­
dustry and the state participate, so that ade­
quate funds may be available for a satisfac­
tory program.
5. A realistic information program should 
be designed to acquaint people in the indus­
try with estimated needs in type and loca­
tion of facilities. A constant effort should be 
made to make this information available to 
people newly entering the industry in Mon­
tana. This should help direct facility ex­
pansion to where it is most needed and to 
where it has the greatest opportunity for fi­
nancial success.
6. An educational program of management 
aid should be developed for people in the 
industry and for prospective entrants. This 
should be helpful in increasing efficiency, 
which is vital if businesses are to survive in 
this highly seasonal industry.
7. A continuous research program should 
be maintained in order for the industry to 
be alert to trends and changes as they de­
velop. This program should be directed to­
ward what to do, and how to do it, more 
than toward travel promotion.
8. Most importantly, all groups and agen­
cies should adopt a realistic business-like ap­
proach to the problems encountered. There 
is a strong temptation to view the vastness 
and beauty of Montana, and then approach 
its development as a recreational resource on 
a highly emotional basis. Such misjudg- 
ment is quite likely to lead to erratic guesses 
and statements, and to cause development on 
an overly-optimistic basis. Sentiment and 
pride in one’s state are certainly fine emo­
tions in their place, but they must not be 
allowed to distort any sound, fact-based plans 
for development of Montana’s recreational 
industry.
Congratulations to Professor Leonard!
In the March 1962 Montana Business Review Professor Leonard of 
the Department of Economics authored an article, “The European Common 
Market and U. S. Trade Policy.” The Joint Council on Economic Educa­
tion thought so highly of the article it ordered 2,000 copies to be distributed 
in its summer workshops in economic education for teachers, held through­
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Although the upward movement of the 
United States economy has continued into 
1962, the vigorous expansion anticipated by 
some economists has not occurred. It is true 
that gross national product, personal income 
and some other economic indicators are at 
all-time highs, and that unemployment has 
declined from 7 percent of the civilian labor 
force in May 1961 to 5.5 percent last March. 
Nevertheless, the extent of the expansion 
has been disappointing, and earlier predic­
tions as to the total volume of business acti­
vity for 1962 are being revised downward. 
For example, gross national product (the 
total value of goods and services produced) 
was originally forecast by the Council of 
Economic Advisers at $570 billion, up from 
$521 billion in 1961. During the first quarter 
of 1962, however, gross national product 
reached an annual rate of only $548 billion; 
it now seems likely, in view of the modest 
growth expected during the remainder of the 
year, that an annual figure of around $560 
billion may be more realistic.
The recovery’s lack of vigor may well 
mean that it also will be of shorter duration 
than originally was anticipated. Some ex­
perts now predict that the peak may come 
this fall; others expect that by early 1963 
business activity will level off or begin to 
decline slightly. It is too early to predict 
whether or not the current instability of the 
stock market will bring about an earlier de­
cline, or what its effect on the severity of 
such a decline might be. Nevertheless, if 
either of the above predictions is correct, the
current recovery will have been one of the 
shortest and the mildest of postwar up­
swings.
Consumer Expenditures
Among the disappointing features of the 
first quarter of 1962 were consumers’ expend­
itures for durable goods and private invest­
ment in residential construction. Preliminary 
first quarter estimates (seasonally-adjusted) 
for both these items show a decline from the 
fourth quarter 1961 figures. Consumer ex­
penditures for nondurable goods and for 
services, on the other hand, continued their 
steady growth and, within the durable goods 
classification, the automobile industry has 
been doing well.
There is evidence that consumers may in­
crease their expenditures for most types of 
durable goods and for new housing con­
struction during the remainder of the year. 
Personal income is at an all-time high, credit 
conditions are favorable, and interest in new 
purchases appears to be increasing. The Na­
tional Industrial Conference Board’s Survey 
of Consumer Attitudes and Buying Plans,1 
conducted in February-March, found that 
more respondents were planning to purchase 
new homes within the next six months than 
.at any time during the past two years. The 
number planning to buy new automobiles 
was the highest in four years, and small 
increases in the number of families planning 
purchases of appliances were recorded. The 
survey’s findings as to prospective automobile
1The Conference Board Business Record, Vol. XIX, 
No. 5, May 1962, p. 7.
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sales apparently are already being confirmed: 
April 1962 sales were well above April a year 
ago.
In the home building industry, the dollar 
volume of expenditures for private nonfarm 
residential building declined during the first 
quarter. However, increases in the number 
of new private housing starts (seasonally-ad- 
justed annual rate) occurred in March and 
April, raising hopes that 1962 may equal or 
perhaps exceed 1961 both in volume of resi­
dential construction and in number of units 
constructed. The number of units con­
structed, of course, will remain below 1959, 
1955, and 1950L
Business Spending for Plant and 
Equipment,  Inventories
While total consumer expenditures are al­
most sure to increase moderately, the out­
look with respect to combined business 
spending for plant and equipment and for 
inventories is less certain. Little change in 
plant and equipment expenditures occurred 
between the fourth quarter 1961 and the first 
quarter 1962. Uncertainty concerning possi­
ble governmental action with respect to 
depreciation schedules and the proposed in­
vestment credit tax bill may have caused 
management to postpone capital expendi­
tures. The most recent surveys of plant 
and equipment spending plans,2 both con-
’'By the Securities and Exchange Commission in 
cooperation with the U.S. Department of Com­
merce and by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Com­
pany’s Department of Economics.
ducted before the recent fluctuations in the 
stock market, indicated that total 1962 ex­
penditures might exceed 1961 outlays by 
from 8 to 11 percent. These plans are begin­
ning to seem too optimistic, but even if they 
do materialize, the physical volume of 
capital goods involved will be less than the 
record set in 1957. Most economists agree 
that unless higher levels of capital spending 
can be achieved, the U. S. economy cannot 
maintain satisfactory growth rates and em­
ployment levels.
Despite the possibility of a steel strike 
which confronted businessmen during the 
early part of this year, the total increase in 
rate of inventory accumulation was quite 
small—about $1.5 billion between the fourth 
and first quarters. The chances are that the 
rate of accumulation will drop during the 
second quarter of this year and that any in­
crease later in the year will be small. With 
most commodities in plentiful supply and 
prices generally stable, there is little reason 
for businessmen to increase inventories, ex­
cept to keep up with whatever expansion oc­
curs in sales.
Government Expenditures
In the public sector of the economy, mod­
erate increases in spending at the federal, 
state, and local levels are expected to con­
tinue. Barring unexpected international de­
velopments these increases will not be large 
enough to provide any great impact upon the 
national economy.
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A Disappointing Performance
Certainly, then, there is nothing spectacu­
lar about the current business outlook; on the 
whole, it is disappointing. For in view of the 
modest economic gains anticipated for the 
remainder of the year, and the likelihood that 
the peak is not far off, the U. S. economy 
will continue to be plagued with basic prob­
lems—excess capacity in many industries, 
too much unemployment, and too slow a rate 
of over-all economic growth. It is becoming 
more and more urgent that a new approach 
to these problems be devised.
Montana
The Montana economy in June 1962 re­
flects not only the mildness of the current 
national recovery, but it shares all of the 
nation’s basic economic problems—and in ad­
dition is feeling the effects of sharply reduced 
agricultural income in 1961. One favorable 
development is a very high volume of con­
struction activity, which has greatly im­
proved the employment situation and will 
contribute to improved business conditions 
this year in many parts of the state.
Montana began 1962 under adverse condi­
tions. The recovery from the 1960-61 reces­
sion, slow at the national level, had been 
equally slow in the state. In addition, a very 
dry spring and summer reduced net agricul­
tural income 25 percent below that of 1960. 
The loss in agricultural income offset income 
gains in the nonagricultural economy and, as 
a result, total 1961 personal income in the 
state, at $1,369 million, was the same as in 
1960. Per capita income was 1 percent lower, 
falling from $2,018 in 1960 to $2,007 in 1961. 
Nationally, total income increased 4 percent 
and per capita income 2 percent, to $2,265.3
3U.S. Departm ent of Commerce, Office of Business 
Economics, Survey of Current Business, April 1962. 
Prelim inary estimates. These are the most reliable 
personal income data available by states. The 
general practice is for other institutions who make
earlier estimates to later adjust their figures to 
conform to the Departm ent of Commerce data.
The effects of reduced agricultural income 
in one year, of course, carry over until the 
next harvest or marketing period. Thus 
many farm marketing centers throughout 
Montana will feel the effects of reduced ag­
ricultural purchasing power until next fall. 
In livestock areas, the long, hard and ex­
pensive winter, plus the prospect of lower 
cattle prices this fall, also exert a depressing 
influence.
At the same time, nonagricultural employ­
ment so far this year is estimated4 to have 
been the highest since 1956. This is due 
mostly to a large increase in workers in the 
construction industry, where several large 
federal projects have contributed to a large 
amount of activity, although there have been 
smaller gains in employment in government 
(especially state and local), manufacturing, 
and the service industries. As a result, un­
employment has declined from 1961 levels. 
Among the large number of those still un­
employed are many unskilled and untrained 
workers who find it increasingly difficult to 
obtain and to hold jobs. Indeed, in spite of 
substantial unemployment, some skilled jobs 
in the state are going unfilled because there 
are no qualified applicants. This is true at 
the national level also, and adds to the dif­
ficulty of the unemployment situation.
If it may be assumed that the recent rains 
did end the threat of another drought year 
in eastern Montana, the outlook for the re­
mainder of 1962 looks reasonably good. The 
construction industry, currently employing 
2,400 more workers than a year ago, will 
provide a strong, if temporary, boost to the 
state’s economy. The wood products in­
dustry is in a somewhat stronger position 
than a year ago, government employment is 
up, and the trade and service industries are 
anticipating an excellent tourist season. 
These developments will tend to offset re­
duced employment in mining and transpor­
tation this year.




' Let us look more closely at the prospects for 
some of Montana’s major industries.
Fear that another drought year was 
developing was largely erased by the heavy 
and widespread May rains. If the weather is 
satisfactory during the remainder of the 
growing season, income from crops this year 
should recover from the loss experienced in 
1961.
Cattle prices thus far in 1962 have been 
higher than last year. The U. S. Department 
of Agriculture, however, is forecasting pos­
sible price weaknesses this fall during the 
heavy marketing season. This possibility, 
plus high costs of feeding during the long 
winter, has made cattlemen somewhat pessi­
mistic concerning their income prospects 
this year. Nevertheless, total agricultural in­
come should show a rather substantial in­
crease over the low level of 1961.
Mining
The outlook for the state’s mining and 
smelting industry could change drastically 
should labor and management find it im­
possible to agree on current contract negotia­
tions. At the end of April, with the market 
outlook relatively good, copper production 
was ahead of last year. Recently, however, 
prices have shown some weakness and there 
has been talk of production cutbacks by the 
U.S. copper industry.
Sharp increases in zinc output occurred in 
March and April as mining operations were 
resumed in the Butte area. Practically no 
zinc had been produced in the state since 
July 1959. The resumption of zinc produc­
tion resulted in an increase in employment 
in the Anaconda smelter. However, the in­
crease in mine production of copper and zinc 
has been accomplished with reduced employ­
ment in the now highly-mechanized Butte 
operations.
The construction of a new $37-million 
copper concentrating plant now underway 
in Butte will help the employment situa­
tion in the Butte-Anaconda area this year 
and next. By the summer of 1963 employ­
ment on the project is expected to reach 
1,400.
Wood Products
Although Montana’s wood products in­
dustry in in a somewhat better position than 
a year ago, it still is operating at less than 
full capacity. Employment and production 
are slightly higher than in 1961 and demand 
is fairly steady. In addition, current prices 
enable lumber products to compete with 
other building materials. However, with the 
volume of residential construction expected 
to be about the same as last year, little fur­
ther improvement in demand is anticipated. 
One lumber mill is presently closed because 
of a labor dispute and there is a pos­
sibility of work stoppages at other plants 
this summer.
One of the little-noticed developments af­
fecting the lumber industry in recent years 
is the growing tendency toward a larger pro­
portion of apartment houses among new 
housing construction. In 1961, multi-unit 
dwellings amounted to 26 percent of all new 
private nonfarm housing starts, compared 
to only 8 percent in 1955. The amount of 
lumber used in the average apartment is es­
timated to be less than half that for a single 
dwelling unit.5 This declining demand for 
its products plus growing competition from 
other products has added to the lumber in­
dustry’s problems.
Construction of a large new planing mill 
near Missoula was begun in April, as part of 
the Anaconda Forest Products Division’s new 
expansion and modernization program. At 
Libby, the St. Regis Paper Company’s new 
plywood mill and laminated beam plant will 
be put into production this year.
Construction
Again this year, the construction industry 
is providing a badly-needed stimulus to the
BTJie Wall Street Journal, March 19, 1962.




Stateivide N onagricultural Em ploym ent1
Prim ary Metals 
& Other
„  _ Lumber & Durable Goods 
Total__  Timber Prod. Mfg. NondurableMfg. Mining
C
Cotunauj. ao j. unaaj. Aaj. unadj.
1961 Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Una<
M arch  ---------108.7 116.2 114.5 140.7 90.7 92.1 97.3 102.2 67.3 67.3 89.'
A p ril -------------  111.1 H 5.0  H 4 .5  137.1 90.7 90.4 98.6 104.3 68.3 67.5 104.1
M ay .................... 114.7 114.2 129.1 133.8 92.6 94.4 100.0 101.8 66.3 65.8 119.:
J u n e  .................  120.5 115.8 145.4 130.8 94.4 93.0 104.1 106.6 70.3 67.7 146.1
J u ly  - ............—  122.1 116.3 147.3 130.2 98.1 93.7 106.8 107.8 70.3 71.4 169.1
A u g u st ........ —  123.1 115.9 150.9 129.4 100.0 95.0 105.5 102.3 70.3 71.4 192.1
S ep te m b er ......  121.7 115.8 147.3 126.6 100.0 99.1 106.8 105.2 69.3 70.6 170.
O ctober ---------- 119.6 116.4 143.6 131.4 100.0 99.9 120.5 103.5 68.3 69.3 172.-
N o v em b er ........  116.6 115.7 136.4 130.8 100.0 102.0 112.3 108.5 67.3 69.0 174.'
D ecem ber ........  114.4 115.8 127.3 131.6 98.1
1962
102.0 109.6 108.9 67.3 66.3 126.-
J a n u a r y ---------- 110.2 116.9 121.8 143.0 92.6 94.2 102.7 104.3 68.3 68.6 106 J
F e b ru a ry  ........  110.1 118.0 121.8 144.5 92.6 94.1 94.5 99.6 65.3 66.2 114.9
M arch  ............. 110.8** 118.5** 118.2 145.2 96.3** 97.8** 93.2** 97.9** 64.4** 64.4** 119.;
A p ril .................. 113.4* 117.4* 118.2* 141.6* 101.8* 101.5* 93.2* 98.6* 64.4* 63.6* 132.2
Carloadings* Copper 
T o ta l__  Nonag ricultural Production5 ZincProduction5
Crude Oil 
Production5unaaj. aoj. unaaj. Adj. Unadj.
1961
Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unad
M arch  .......... . 108.7 130.5 133.8 148.8 171.7 171.2 15.1 15.3 327.4 327.4 196.4
A p ril ............... . 100.5 113.8 127.8 132.2 176.1 169.3 15.6 11.8 330.6 332.7 188.5
M ay ....... ............  100.7 109.4 130.2 128.0 168.7 172.0 14.4 12.2 337.1 338.1 191.6
J u n e  ............... . 109.7 112.0 141.3 134.8 185.2 187.4 17.3 15.6 332.7 325.5 199.5
J u ly  — ............-  123.4 127.7 142.0 134.7 195.2 211.2 17.2 21.8 343.1 341.0 190.8
A u g u st ...............  122.6 111.6 139.4 135.9 188.6 204.3 20.2 24.4 350.0 355.0 199.5
S ep te m b er ......  126.4 109.2 141.5 132.9 180.8 185.0 35.2 53.0 347.9 349.6 201.6
O ctober ............. 157.4 124.2 144.1 140.3 186.4 173.7 35.7 . 43.8 349.6 352.1 222.2
N ovem ber ........  142.1 125.8 136.2 129.5 169.9 156.0 24.8 20.5 352.4 354.9 220.9
D ecem ber ........ 128.4 131.0 135.2 138.1 172 4
1962
170.7 24.1 21.5 345.5 345.5 202.5
J a n u a ry  ........... 112.3 121.8 132.2 142.9 156.0 156.6 19.7 21.9 341.9 342.2 215.0
F e b ru a ry  ........... 114.5 131.2 135.8 148.4 178.4 185.2 21.2 19.8 347.9 346.8 186.2
M arch  ........... . 117.5 141.0 142.8 158.8 198.1** 197.5** 94.6** 95.7** 350.4 350.4 190.6
A p ril --- ---------  120.5 136.5 149.0 154.1 209.1*
M ay  ....................





80.2* 344.3 346.4 201.9
197.7
com puted from estimates of Unemployment Compensation Commission 
month.
of Montana. Estimates include all full- ai
'Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana. Number of work applicants at end of month.
•Computed from kilowatt hour sales of Montana Power Company, Montana-Dakota Utilities Company, Pacific Pc 
users for consumption within Montana, reduced to hourly average kilowatt hours per month.
‘Computed from reports of Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of M ontana, comprising total carloadii 
•Computed from reports of U. S. Bureau of Mines. Daily average.
•Computed from reports of Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of Montana. Daily average.
‘Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on data from banks in 16 Montana commu 
•Federal Home Loan Bank Board. Nonfarm mortgage recordings of $20,000 or less.
“Computed from reports of Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, based on dollar sales of 80 to 89 departm ent and 






Transportation A pplicants3 Electric Pow er
1 & Utilities Trade Governm ent (N um ber) Consumption*
Ij. Unadj Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Adj.
1961
1.9 80.0 83.8 105.0 111.9 145.1 146.7 21,798 14,360 197.9 194.0 _______  March
.2 80.9 83.5 108.3 111.1 145.5 145.2 19,073 15,570 202.6 194.1 ________  April
1.6 83.6 83.5 110.3 110.3 150.7 147.9 15,368 17,424 209.1 199.5 __ ------- .... May
[7.3 85.9 83.9 113.6 110.3 154.8 149.0 15,619 19,427 216.5 210.2 _______ ._June
6.7 87.7 83.8 113.9 109.9 150.7 151.6 11,725 17,901 212.3 223.7 ..... ______ July
1.2 88.2 84.3 116.7 112.6 150.7 151.2 9,759 19,286 210.0 216.0 ______  August
)A 88.2 84.8 114.7 108.5 154.1 153.5 9,996 20,235 197.9 201.9 .... ... September
).7 85.0 82.6 113.0 107.8 149.2 147.4 10,866 19,130 205.6 218.7 ......-  .. October
7.6 82.7 81.5 109.7 107.5 147.4 148.6 14,059 15,638 214.7 227.4 ____November
!.l 80.4 81.4 109.7 106.7 147.8 149.9 16,568 13,625 220.7 224.3 __ ... December
► 1962
7.3 79.1 82.2 103.6 110.7 145.9 148.1 20,916 13.770 221.1 2 1 6 .1 ___..... . January
i.4 78.6 82.0 103.3 111.3 146.3 148.7 20,627 12,570 224.1 209.8 _____ February
7.0** 79.1** 82.8** 104.2** 111.1** 147.4** 149.0** 18,935 12,474 227.1 222.6 ..... ____  March
1.2* 79.5* 82.0* 107.8* 110.6* 148.5* 148.2* 14,185 11,713 230.5 220.8 _____ April
Nonfarm Mortgage Recordings (Unadj.)*
Savings Insur- A g r ic u ltu r a l
& Loan ance Comm. Dept. Store Prices1U
Total Assocs. Cos. Banks Others Sales0 Livestock Crops4J. ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) ($1,000) Unadj. Adj. Unadj. Unadj.
1961
1.3 7,450 2,529 511 2,608 1,802 97.2 121.2 95.0 78.0 __ .........  March
U 6,450 2,367 605 2,285 1,193 110.6 115.9 96.0 78.0 ... .......  April
1.8 7,510 2,811 461 2,428 1,810 111.2 113.9 92.0 79.0 __ .............. May
1.8 7,601 2,511 353 2,896 1,841 112.9 123.8 89.0 80.0 .. . June
i.7 6,375 2,209 401 2,522 1,243 104.4 113.2 87.0 81.0 __ ______  July
D.2 8,000 2,913 512 2,967 1,608 123.6 108.9 94.0 8 3 . 0 __ ____  August
5.6 5,856 1,864 488 2,638 866 131.5 122.0 96.0 85.0 .... ... September
1.4 6,200 2,251 265 2,420 1,264 117.5 105.3 96.0 86.0 .... ......  October
[7.0 6,819 1,989 346 2,902 1,582 129.1 108.9 89.0 87.0 __ . November
3.1 5,593 1,629 437 2,106 1,421 203.0 122.1 90.0 87.0 __ ... December
1962
2 .9 5,381 1,288 406 2,342 1,345 66.7 106.5 94.0 88.0 ..... ___ January
7.3 70.1 109.0 95.0 88.0 .... ... February
2 .1 5,949 1,876 463 2,142 1,468 87.5 109.1 102.0 88.0 __ ____  March
7.6 119.5 125.3. 102.0 88.0 .... ....... April
1.9 97.0 89.0 May
:-time wage and salary workers who worked or received pay during the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the
nd Light Company, Bonneville Power Administration, and the Bureau of Reclamation to commercial and industrial
freight loaded at Montana points. Daily average.
Daily average.
A djusted for seasonal variation: This m eans th a t  in tra-annual repe ti­
tive fluctuations in  the business Indicators occasioned by the effects of 
climate, custom and convention have been allowed fo r statistically.
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al stores in Montana. Daily average.
(Continued from page five) 
state economy. Total activity in the industry 
will exceed 1961, one of the best years on 
record. According to the Unemployment 
Compensation Commission of Montana, em­
ployment through April has averaged 2,400 
above the same period in 1961. Among the 
large projects contributing to this high em­
ployment are the Minuteman missile pro­
gram, interstate highway construction, Clark 
Canyon Dam near Dillon, Yellow tail Dam 
near Hardin, the new Montana Power gas 
line in the Flathead, a new cement plant near 
Helena, a large expansion program at the Tri­
dent cement plant, the new copper concentra­
tion plant at Butte and the construction of 
forest products plants at Bonner and Libby, 
plus a large amount of commercial and public 
building construction.
It is obvious from this list of projects that 
much of the construction activity is due to 
federal expenditures for defense, highways, 
and resource development. While such proj­
ects provide a welcome stimulus, it is well 
to remember that they are temporary and 
that upon their completion the economies of 
the areas involved face considerable disrup­
tion unless a new industry or some other 
large-scale project comes along.
T ravel
Tourist travel and expenditures in the state 
will almost surely increase this year. Travel 
to and from the Seattle World’s Fair and the 
completion of the Lewis and Clark highway 
from Missoula to Lewiston, Idaho, should 
result in heavier travel, particularly through 
western Montana. Both the Glacier and 
Yellowstone National Park Companies report 
an increase in guest reservations for this 
summer. However, other vacation areas off 
the main routes of travel to Seattle report
that emphasis on the fair appears to be re­
ducing their out-of-state traffic this year.
As the January 1962 outlook article in­
dicated, there also seems to be a growing in­
terest in recreational facilities which should 
help to promote Montana as a vacation area. 
A report in the May issue of the Montana 
Business Review discussed the state’s recrea­
tional potential and some of the develop­
mental and promotional efforts which should 
be undertaken at this time.6 There is little 
doubt that the use of Montana’s recreational 
resources is going to expand; the problem is 
how to direct the expansion into the geo­
graphic areas, types of recreation and season 
in which the increase will be of maximum 
benefit to the economy and the industry.
Summary
Except in the strictly agricultural areas, 
then, 1962 is already showing signs of being 
a better business year than 1961. In the fall, 
increased income may become a positive fac­
tor in farm areas. Unfortunately, in the non- 
agricultural area much of the improvement 
is predicated upon temporary public con­
struction projects, some of which will leave 
considerable employment and income voids 
in Montana: communities when they are com­
pleted. Some of the large construction proj­
ects, however, represent business invest­
ments in plant and equipment for the pur­
pose of increased efficiency (i.e., the new 
planing mill and copper concentrator) or for 
new production facilities which will create 
additional employment opportunities. These 
are encouraging developments, but we need 
more of them if Montana is to grow and to 
provide jobs for its expanding labor force.




Two years ago the School of Business Ad­
ministration Advisory Council (22 business­
men from throughout the state) recom­
mended some sweeping changes in the Mon­
tana Business Review. We have devoted the 
intervening time to careful study and plan­
ning. Now we are ready to change. In fact 
we’ve added a few changes of our own. Let’s 
cover what, when and why in that order.
What?
M ontana Business Q uarterly . We’ve de­
cided to change the Review from a monthly 
publication to a quarterly. Consequently, to 
distinguish the new from the old, we’re 
changing the name to Montana Business 
Quarterly. There will be Fall, Winter, 
Spring and Summer issues.
A new  face. The size of the publication 
will change from 7% X 10 inches to 6 X 9 
inches. A new cover has been designed. 
The new quarterly also will contain more 
pages, with several articles in each issue.
New form at. Interesting and informative 
articles such as we have published in the past 
will still be there. However, the series of 
statistical tables now found in the center 
of the Montana Business Review will be re­
placed by six national and six state indica­
tors of business conditions in chart form.
The Bureau of Business and Economic Re­
search will still collect the data found in our 
present tables. A few individuals and firms 
use these tables regularly. Consequently, the 
tables will be available monthly in mimeo­
graphed form for subscribers who really 
want or need figures as detailed as these.
From time to time we will include a book 
review section in the new publication so that 
our readers can get a capsule version of 
some of the literature available in fields such 
as marketing, management and finance.
A subscription price. The Montana Busi­
ness Quarterly will sell for $4.00 a year or 
$1.00 a copy. In addition, a regular yearly 
subscription will entitle you not only to this 
improved publication, it will also include the 
following:
1. A free copy of each monograph pub­
lished by the Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research during the subscrip­
tion year.
2. The monthly mimeographed statistical 
tables, if you have need for them.
When?
The Montana Business Review goes out of 
publication with this issue. The Montana 
Business Quarterly will start with the Fall 
issue. The first of the new quarterlies will be 
sent to each of our readers as a gift so that 
they can see the changes we have made. 
New subscriptions will start with 1963.
Why?
There are several reasons for the changes. 
First, for some time our readers have pointed 
out that there is usually only one article in 
each issue. If the reader does not happen 
to be interested in the subject of that article, 
he may throw the whole issue in the waste­
basket and thus waste the time, money and 
effort involved in putting out the magazine. 
We realize that every reader will not be in­
terested in every article we publish; however, 
in a quarterly publication with several arti­
cles on different subjects each reader should 
find something to interest him.
Our small staff is limited in the amount 
of time it can afford to spend on the produc­
tion details of a publication. It takes the 
same amount of time to bundle and mail a 
quarterly as it does one monthly issue. To 
type, proof read manuscript, set type, and 
read galley proof for a quarterly involves
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less time, effort and money than for three 
monthly issues. In addition, processing 
three monthly issues interrupts research and 
writing in a very disrupting manner. With 
three uninterrupted months to do research 
and writing, better articles will be available 
and we feel the magazine will be much im­
proved.
The change from a multitude of statistics 
to a few state and national indicators should 
give the average reader a picture which has 
more breadth and is more meaningful. We 
believe that a long list of detailed statistical 
tables (adjusted and unadjusted) often con­
fuses a number of readers. The switch from 
tables to charts should give subscribers a 
clearer picture, particularly of economic 
changes taking place; furthermore, the tables 
will be available to anyone who wants them.
Finally, why are we changing from free 
distribution to a subscription charge? It is 
no secret that money is tight in all areas
which must rely upon state appropriated 
funds. Our advisory council believes, and 
so do we, that the Montana Business Quar­
terly is one small operation which should be 
financially self supporting. Our costs are 
rising in almost every category, including 
wages, postage and paper. We need funds to 
cover increased costs of research and data 
collection for the material we publish. A 
subscription price will not only enable us to 
put out a higher quality publication, but it 
will also help release funds to meet these 
other increased costs by removing the ex­
pense of publishing.
We sincerely believe the Montana Business 
Quarterly will be worth more to you than 
it costs. All of us will make a sincere effort 
to keep it that way.
Paul B. Blomgren
Dean and Director
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